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liiT R O D U C flO N

The Uontrna Power Company was iacorpor?.^ed under the
laws of the Etate of 14ew yeroey on October 25, 1912.

It

was forriiod ’••hrough the conso 11dot 1on of the Butte Sleccric
.rid Po^^er Company ?ïid the latter’s tiiree subsidiaries—
tiio .’Jadlson River Pov^er Company, the Billings and Eastern
.'vlonrann Power Company, and the Missouri River Power
Company— on December 12, 1912, which may be considered
the effective date of the consolidation.

A feu mont lis

Inter the two remaining large power producers In Montana,
the Great Falls Water Power and Townsite Company and the
Thompson Falls Power Compcny, rero token Into the Montana
power Company by means of acculsition of stock control,
thus unifying producers of eighty-five per cent of the
hydro-electric output in Montana at that time.

In all,

approxlmatel^'- forty-four different companies had been
taken into the Montana Power Company by 1915.
Tlie area served by the Montana Power Company toda.y,
which includes most of central and wes+ ern :Montana, is
inhabited by 595,000 persons, oc roughly seventy per ceni
of Montana* s total population.

Of these it serves eighty-

five per cent directly and about '>uvelv? per cent indirectly
thsough Rural Electrifies Sion Administration cooperatives*
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The greatest portion of the Company»s pov/er is taken by
Industrials, such es metal-nilnlng, coal-mlnlng, railroad
and lumbering interests.

Gome of the surplus power Is

sold to the Washington Power Company and to the Idaho
Power Company.^

The following table indicates clearly

the categories of customers, volume of sales and the
revalues of the Company for the year 1949 î
Customers (number)
Residential
CoBKtierclal and Industrial
Other
Total customers

95,212
10,652
112,246

Sales (sc kwh)
Residential
Commercial and industrial
Other
Total sales(M kwh)
Revenues
Residential
Commercial and Industrial
Other
Total revenues

185,629
1,873,303
531.766
2,330,699
# 5,001,343
11,073,583
2.553.721
#18,614,147

This picture was substantially the same. In
general features at least, in 1913*

Production of power

for residential use then as now was only. In a way,
incidental to that for industrial consumption*

However,

residential revenue contributed a greater proportion of
^ The Montana Power Company, Copy for Moody» i Manual*
1950. p* 0*
^ Ibid*, p* SO.
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total revenue în 1913 than it does today.

In 1913 as

in 1950 the Milwaukee Railroad paid ,536 cents per kilo
watt hour, while residential customers paid 12.66 cents
per kilowatt hour in 1913 as against 2.59 cents in 1950,
In 1948 the Department of Commerce listed the
resources of Montana as follows:
Farm Crops
Livestock and Livestock products
Lumber
Copper
Zinc
petroleum and Natural Gas
Coal and all other mining
Total Raw Materials
Value added through manufacturing
Tourist Expenditures
All other
Total income

$283,150,000
189,042,000
29,100,000
25,239,750
14,437,150
38,352,000
41.832.254
$621,653,x54
108,200,000
59,885,760
125.261.086 *
$915,000,000

In this same year, 1948, the total revenue of the Montana
4
Power Company amounted to $23,740,336,92, or approxi
mately one-fortieth of the total income of the state.

It

would be difficult to estimate what per cent of Montana’s
total income, either directly or Indirectly, is due to
the availability of cheap and abundant hydro-electric
power, but It is obvious that it is considerable.

And

the greatest portion of this total state income comes
from the area served by the Montana Power Company.
United States, Department of Commerce, Rurvev of
Current Business. August, 1949.
^ Montana Power Company, Annual Report ,t.o stock
holders . 1950.
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t.s î.ndlcatGd efrller, the ■TontMi?. Pnr;or Conprny
rt-5 formed f.o accomplish, the consol Idr t ion. of the Butte
Electric find Pov.-er Cor.ipony end its subsidiaries, the
îadisorx River Pov;er Company, the Billings and Eastern
Montana Power Company, and the Missouri River Power
Company.

A fev/ months after the consolIdation the Great

Falls Water Rower and Townsite Company and the Thompson
Falls Power Company also Joined the new combination,
although the negotiations for the two latter companies
had been going on prior to the time of the consolidation.
The impetus for the merger was furnished by the Butte
Electric and Power Company, which generated no electrical
energy of its own but bought at wholesale from its sub
sidiaries and distributed the power vfhole sale.
From 1901 until 1312 the Butte Electric
and Power Company y/as under the direction, domination and
control of non-residents of Montana.
of these were:

The most important

C. A. Coffin, President of General Electric

Company, New York;. Charles W. ?/etmore of New York, an
official of the North American Company of New York, a public
utility holding company; Frederick Strauss of New York, a
senior partner in the investment firm of J. & W. Geligman;
Sidney Z. Mitchell of New York, an official of Electric
Bond and Share Company; Alfred Jaretzke of New York, partner
of the New York law firm of jgullivan and Cromwell which was
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counsel for Butte Electric, Montf^na power fnd the North
/jaerlcsji Company; George Canfield, a New York attorney
specializing in consulting work; Eliot v;ads\7orth, part
ner of the Boston firm of £tone and Webster; Gardiner
Lane, of Lee, Higginson and Company, a Boston investment
firm; P. B. Bisland, an official of the North American
Company of New York; and John D. Byan, president of the
5
Anaconda Copper Mining Company, residing in Sew York.
This situation did not change in 191S with the formation
of the Montana Power Company, except that the board of
directors was enlarged to Include more members, mainly
others from out of state.

The affairs of the company were

directed from New York, as evidenced by the fact that
directors* and stockholders* meetings were held in that
city.

At that time sixty-five per cent of the total

stock in the corporation was held by non-residents of
g
Montana,
From 1912 to the present day the Montana Power
Company has acquired approximately fifty more companies.
5

United States Court of Appeals, District of Columbia,
petitions fo£ fieviejir of Orders
;^e_de£âl 2.P.lS.e£ Commission,
Excerpts from proceedings and Testimony: Montana Power Company
versus Federal Power Commission, No* 9047; and Montana Children's
Home and Hospital versus Federal power Commission, No. 9048j
4 V . , TlTashing'ton, D. C#, 1944 (hereafter referred to as
Accounting Case). Enclosure No. 28781,
® Hearing before the Committee on Public Lands, U. S. Senate,
63rd Congress, 3rd Session, on HB 16673, »*An Act to provide for
the Development of Water power and the use of public Lands in
Relation Ther,eto, and for Other Purposes,»* 1915, p. 713.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

Of the total of over ninety property acquisitions, the
majority have been accomplished by purchase of a
controlling quantity of stock.

It is interesting to note that little is known in
Montana about the manner In which the Montana power Company,
one of the two most influential and powerful companies in
the state, had its beginning.

Yet it has had such a

tremendously important part in the development of Montana
that it deserves to be considered in its history along with
the range wars, the wars for control of the mining Industry,
end the other struggles which together make up the history
of this frontier state.
This study examines only a small part of the history
of the Company.

To tell the whole history of Its corporate

and financial growth end its tremendous impact upon the
development of Montana will require many times the amount
of effort devoted to this introductory account.

The

writer expects to make that full study the subject of his
later research.

The study will review the corporate growth

of the Montana Power Company from its very beginnings in
189R down to 1912.

This period witnessed the bulk of the

company*s property acquisitions, not in number but certainly
in value and potentiality.
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THE BUTTE PZ*ECTRIC AMD BOWER COMPANY
The ?Æontana Power Company was the result of a combi
nation of three systems, each of which was an organic
whole which had developed by absorption of a number of
small companies.

This study will trace the growth of

each of the three systems down to the time of their
incorporation Into the Montana Power Company.

The first

to be considered, the Butte Electric and Power Company,
expanded its corporate structure by two methods: first,
by taking over into Its own immediate organization and
directly operating the properties of smaller companies
which it acquired) and, second, by organizing subsidiaries
which in their turn owned and operated smaller companies
which the Butte Electric and power Company purchased and
assigned to these subsidiaries which it owned.

The

acquisition of the directly-owned units of the Butte
Electric will be traced first, and then the growth of the
subsidiaries which that company organized.

1. Directly-Owned operating Companies
The first electric power company in the city of Butte,
Montana, capitalized at $25,000, was the Brush Electric
Light and power Company, incorporated under the laws of the

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Territory of Montana in 1832 by W, A. Clark, Patrick 0*

Largey, John Coplice, W. N. Young and H, A. B'Acheul*
.The company received a franchise from the Butte city
council on July S7, 1833, for constructing and main
taining an electric light system by means of Brush arc
machines driven by steam.

Ten years later the company

transferred its franchise to the Butte General Electric
Company,^

one of the companies later to be taken over

by the Butte Electric and Power Company.

Brush Electric*s

property was sold at a sheriff*s sale for $1,275.46 to the
g
firm which took over its franchise.
While Brush Electric was operating in Butte under the
franchise of 1333, the Butte city council granted another
franchise in 1889 to a competitor, the Thorason-Houston
Electric Company of Boston, permitting it also to erect
and maintain a light and power service in Butte.

Thomson-

fiouston did not actively engage in the electric power
business, but merely helped establish electric companies
throughout the country by securing a franchise and then
conveying it, along with the right to the use of its
^ Except when otherwise indicated, the material in
this chapter is taken from The Montana Power Company,
Heclàssificatton of Electric Plant. Statements
to
inclusive, revised, (hereafter cited as Copper
Book)•
^ Accounting Case, IV, p. £050.
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patented, generators, to anyone interested in start.in^
power business.

3

Almost immediately after receiving the

franchise from the city of Butte, fhomson-Houston trapsferred its franchise to E. **. Carter and George W.
Irvine II, who one week earlier had incorporated under
Montana law the 811ver Bow Electric Light Company.
authorized capital stock of this company, consisting of
2,000 shares of $50 par value common stock, was issued
to Carter and Irvine in payment for the franchise they
had received from the Thomson—Houston Company.

Irvine

and Carter then transferred 1,800 of the 2,000 shares of
stock to the company as treasury stock to be sold to
raise operating funds.

In July, 1831, the company Issued

$100,000 in bonds to pay its current debts.

Six months

later H. M. Byllesby and his associates acquired control.
However the company was still in sore financial strait0
and could not float another bond issue on Its property.
Byllesby and his associates then organized the Silver
Bow Electric Light and Power Company under piontana law
on April 14, 1892, and capitalized it at $200,000.

Two

days later the stockholders of the silver Bow Electric
Light Company, who were composed of Byllesby and asso
ciates, accepted a proposition from the Silver Bow Electric
^ Ibid., IV, p. 5049,
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Light and power Company, owned by Byllesby, to take
2,000 shares of $100 par value of the latter company*»

stock in return for its franchise and property and the
assumption of its debts*

In November of that same year,

1892, the stockholders voted to sell the property of
the recently organized Silver Bow Electric Light
Power Company to the Butte General Electric Company*
The Butte General Electric Company, a Montana
corporation, was organized on October 1, 1892, by
Byllesby and H* C* Levis and their associates for the
purpose of acquiring the Silver Bow Electric Light and
Power Company, the Brush Electric Light and Power
Company, and the Butte Electric Light and Power Company*
The last had been organized in 1890 by W* 4 * Clark,
Patrick A. Largey and H. A. D'Acheul, the original
organizers of the Brush Electric, for the purpose of
taking over the property and franchises they still held*
On April 28, 1891, they secured a franchise from the
residents of Walkerville for the maintenance of an
electric light system in that town*

Two years later

the stockholders decided to sell the property to the
Butte General Electric Company, which had already acquired
the interests of the Silver Bow Electric Light and Power
Company and the franchise of Brush Electric, and soon was
to take over the latter*s property as well*

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

At its organization in 1392, the Butte General
Electric Corapeny issued 5,750 shares of #100 par value
common stock and #400,000 in bonds to purchase the
three aforementioned companies.^

Byllesby and Levis

each received 2,875 shares of common stock with a book
value of $287,600,^

For the next seven years this

company remained in business, extending Its transmission
lines and enlarging its steam generating plant.

During

this period it faced stiff competition from the Butte
Gas Lighting Company and the Phoenix Electric Company.
All three companies extended credit freely end granted
flat rates In an effort to win customers.

Finally, t-h®

Butte General Electric eliminated the Phoenix Electric
Company by purchasing all of its capital stock.

On

fJay 6, 1899, a fire partially destroyed the silver Bow
station of Butte General Electric, and six months later
the stockholders agreed to sell all the property to the
Butte Lighting and Power Company.
The Butte Lighting and Power Company, a New Jersey
corporation, was incorporated in 1899 with an authorized
capital of $1,000,000.

Three months after inoorporati'Ui

it Issued #750,000 in bonds to the American Loan and
^ Ibid.. IV, p. 3054.
^ Ibid., Exhibit No. 265.
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Trust Company of Boston, and used the proceeds to pur
chase the Bui'te General Electric Conpany.

Most of the

stockholders of the latter were stockholders In this
iievr company.

About this time the Big Hole hydro

electric development started producing power, so the
Butte Lighting and Power Company signed a contract to
purchase power from the Montana Power Transmission
Company, owner of the Big Hole development.

On June 12,

1901, the stockholders of Butte Light and power voted to
sell out to the Butte Electric and power Company, a new
corporation organized for the specific intent of ac
quiring the older company.
The Butte Electric and Power company, incorporated
In New Jersey on Hay 21, 1901, to take over the assets
and assume the liabilities of the Butte Lighting and
Power Company, had an authorized capital stock of
$1,000,000 of preferred and #1,500,000 of common.

The

new company took .14,994 shares of its common and 9,994
shares of its five-per-cent preferred stock, plus
$1,000,000 in first mortgage five-per-cent gold bonds,
and used this to purchase the property of Butte Lighting
and Power.

It is to be noted again that .niost of the

stockholders in this new: company were stockholders in tht
old one.®

Butte Lighting and Power also assigned to the

Bee Appendix.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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new company all of the capital stocKr of the phoenix
jElectric Company and thirty-five shares of the capital
stock of the Montana Power Transmission Company,
The Butte Gas Light and Coke Company was organized
in June, 1896, in Mont ana ^ and secured, a franchise to
operate a gas plant and a system of gas pipes in Butte.
On January 9, 1900, the company sold all its assets and
property to the Butte Gas Light and Fuel Company, just
recently organized specifically to take over the former*
The new company engaged in business for about six years,
gradually enlarging end expanding its system until
November 30, 1908, when Butte Electric and power took
over its assets and assumed its liabilities.

Butte

Electric operated it as a subsidiary until December 12 ^
1912.
On January 4, 1394, the Big Hole Improvement
Company, a Montana corporation, was organized t o .acquire
water rights and lands for a hydro-electric development
on the Big Hole river about twenty-five miles southwest
of Butte.

On August 14, 1897, the firm was acquired by

the Montana Power Company (the «old company"), which had
been organized four days earlier by H* M. Byllesby, H. W.
Turner, Max Hebgen, William Winters and James W. Forbes,
with an authorized capital of 6,000 shares of common stock
with a par value of $100.

This "old" Montana Power

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Company r.greod to furnish power to the Butte General

Blfectric Company.

probably in 1398 the -u'-lssoula.

Mercantile Company of Missoula, Montana, acquired
Byllesby*s interest in this company.

Later in that

same year Montana Power went into receivership.

An

tigreement v.&s reached between General Electric of
Schenect&dy, Nevr York, a large creditor, and the
stockholders and bondholders, whereby a new company,
the "iontana power Ir&nsmisslon Company, was to be formed
to take over the property of the "old" Montana Power
Company'.

The new firm went ahead and completed the Big

Hole dam and hydro-electric plant.

Butte Electric and

rower acquired the Montana Power Transmission Company in
1903, and operated it as a subsidiary until 1912,
The phoenix Electric Light and Steam Heating Company
was formed as a partnership on February 1, 1894, to retni 1
she am and electric power in Eutte,

The following year the

partners sold the property to the thoenix Electric Company,
Incorporated at $100,000 to acquire the partnership whose
-''embers received all of the corporation»s capital stock.
few years later the firm was acx^uired by the Butte
General Electric Company.
The Townsend Municipal Plant was installed and
operated by the city of Townsend.
^ Accounting

It ultimately proved

IV, p. S05S,
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to be financially iinsucessfiil,. and on March gS, 1912, the
electors of the city voted to sell the plant to the Butte
Electric and power.Company.
The Great Falls Street Railway Company, the Great
Falls Electric Light and Gas Company, the Boston and
Great Falls Electric and power Company, and the Great

Falls Electric Properties, will be discussed in Chapter II,
although they were part of the Butte Electric system.
In brief, then, the Butte Electric and Power Company
on December 12, 1912, had acquired and was operating the
properties oft
Brush Electric Light and power Company
Silver Bow Electric Light Company
Silver Bow Electric -Cight and Power Company
Butte Electric Light and Power Company
Eutte General Electric Company
Butte Lighting and Power Company
Butte Gas, Light and Coke Company
Butte Gas, Light and Fuel Company
Big Hole Improvement Company
Montana power Company (the «old® company)
Montana Power Transmission Company
Phoenix Electric Light and Steam Heating Company
Phoenix Electric Company
Great Falls Street Railway Company
Great Falls Electric Light and Gas Company
Boston and Great Falls Electric and Power Company
Great Falls Electric Properties
Townsend Municipal Plant

2. The Missouri River Electric and power Company
Of the two subsidiaries which came under the control
of the Butte Electric and power Company, one was the
Missouri River Electric and power Company.

It is the

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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corpC'Tote grcy.th of this subsidiary that this section
cf the study %111 attempt to trace.
The first hydro-electric power developmert on the
upper ?îlssouri Blver war. constructed at Canyon Ferry
ffcoiit seventeen miles east of the city of Helena by the
pelena Water and Electric power Company.

This company^,

inocrpcrated In Montana on May 13, 1896, by Samuel T.
Hauser, T. A, Mrrlow and Barton Sewell, started con
struction of Canyon Ferry dam on July 4, 1896, and began
operation In October, 1898.

The power was sold at whole

sale, mainly to the Helene Power end Light Company which
had been distributing oower to the city of Helena from a
steam plant.

Late In 190^^ Helena Water and Electric

Power Company conveyed all of Its properties to the
Missouri River Power Company, a Hew Jersey corporation
which had been organized two weeks earlier by 8. T.
Hauser, Barton Sewell, r>nd Henry Suhr to take over the
power plant and properties of the former concern,

Missouri

River Power built a 60,000-volt transmission line to Butte
during the years 1900-1901 to provide electric power for
the mining industry, and continued to operate the Canyon
Ferry plant until February 11, 1909, when it was merged
with the United Missouri River power Comoany.
In 1905 B. R. Higgins, G. F. Hilton and Samuel
Hartman incorporated the Helena Power Transmission Company

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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to Lniild vhat. evenLuc.lly crr;c to be koon*n as riauser Dat-i*
I'hio ÜÎ-U

cenut sixteen cilles northeast of the city of

C&lcna ana about ten alles aov.ns’rea:^ Tro.^ the Canyon
Ferry tic--.

In IGO? the tiLssouri River puv.er Conpeny enterol

Intc en egreejaent clth the Helena Torer Transidlssion
u n d e r v-hlch ihe pov er g e n e r a t e d by both mzb to ho

u^cc to

i-ovvrr for the couti'3ct& of ho'th coaipanies.

The iottei firm furniohec pot ex* to the Butte Electric and
iovcr Cot:puny, us tell as distributing it at. retx.tl and
Vrhclesx^le to the nlning coitpatiies in Butte,

But In 1900

the Hauser Laci collapsed, causing c^'nsidex*able loss and
forcing the ccLipany to fulfill its pov.er contracts in
lutte by operating a stea.u j-;w,era ting system in that city.
The Cap.itil City Itr-prov*emerir. Company v;as incorporated
in liontîina on January 26, 1006.
f.'iasoui 1 R i v e r n e a r ho If

It acquired lands on the

Creek about forty-three m i l e s

no Itlea at of Helena, appropriated the waters here on the
is sour 1 River, r.-nd started the holf Creek plant or what
cvaiitualiy came to be ki.onu as the Holier Development.

In

i9C7 the company conveyed all of its property to the

Capital City Power Company, r Hcv Jersey corporation then
roccat.ly c r g ^ n i r e d to s u c c e e d she c i d e r firm.

As part of

tne t r a n s a c t i o n the r e t i r i n g company entered Into a contr; ct v i t h its s u c c e s s o r to b u i l d a dam at t-ho Bolter sine.
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In turn^the Capital City Pov er COiTpsny nerged .witli the
United Missouri River Fewer Company early in 1910•
A Hew jersey corporation founded In 1306, the United
Missouri River Power Company had absorbed the Missouri
River Power Company and the Helena Power Transmission
Company within three years of its founding.

United

Missouri carried on the reconstruction of Hauser Dam and
completed it on May 17, 1911.

It will be recalled that

Hauser Dam had collapsed on April 14, 1903.

But United

Missouri, which now owned the dam, found Itself unable
to fulfill its power contracts, the greatest portion of
which were with the Amalgamated Mining Company, the
parent of the Anaconda Copper Mining Company.

So

Amalgamated cancelled Its contracts with United Missouri
L.

and gave them to the Great Falls Power Company.

As a

result of the consequent decrease in revenue. United
Missouri defaulted In the payiaent of interest on its bonds,
and was forced into receivership,

George F. Shelton was

appointed receiver, and operabed the properties pending a
reorganization arrangement*
A reorganization committee of United Missouri organized
the Missouri River Electric and power Company In New Jersey
on December 12, 1911, to take over the property of the bank
rupt company and assume its liabilities.

The now firm then

issued its entire $1,000,000 in common stock to the re—
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organlsatloir'coaîHîttéo*

It also Issued $1,400,000 la •

bonds, $4,783,000 In notes,, assumed $3,693,000 in prlncipal amount of underlying bonds, and Incurred other inct-4
dental expenses which brought the total cost of the
property to the new corporation up to $9,764,20Q»S6,®
In the meantime Butte glectriç and Power had beei? trying
to acquire United Missouri In order to remoTO it as a ,
competitive threat.

As early as 19X0, Butte Electric,

had been fearful that United Missouri might manipulate,
its storage reservoirs which were above those of t^e
Great Falls Power Company, and thus interfere with. Greet
Falls* Rainbow Dam in which Butte Electric had a half-.
f
'"
interest» Had United Missouri done this. Butt© Electric
would have found Itself involved in costly litigation ^
an attempt to stop i t I n

addition. United Missouri
1
,
distributed power at wholesale and retail in Butte, tAua
competing with Butte Electric and Power Company.

Of

course, the former* @ dam had failed and It had lost most
of its big contracts, but it still had a steam-driven
generating plant in Butte to take care of its retail
customers.

Relations between the two were further

embittered when Butte Electric*s Great Falls affiliate
took over United Missouri*s power contracts with the
Amalgamated Mining Company.
^ Ibid.. IV, p. 3065.
9 Ibid.. I, PP* 846-47.
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Now to fulfill Its new contracts wltin the Amalgamated
Copper Mining Company, Great Falls power Company would
liaro to build transmission lines down to Butte*

It asked

United Missouri If it could lease or buy the latter^s'
lines from Helena to Butte, thus necessitating construction
of lines, from Great Falls to Helena only*

United Missouri

refused to agree, forcing Great Falls to build the lines
clear to Eutte and thus intensifying the animosity between
them*
In the early part of 1912 the Great Falls Power
Company found Itself in a predicament*

It had over-*

extended itself by Signing contracts for power. Including
those with Amalgamated, in excess of the output of its
Rainbow plant, its only

generating source*

Thus it was-

in df^nger of losing some of its power contracts through
10
sheer inability to fulfill them*
By May 14, 1911,
United Missouri had reconstructed its Hauser Bom end
now had an excess of power*

It was thus to the advantage

of all three concerned to get together*

This was

accomplished on June 1, 1912, when Missouri River Electric
and Power Company, which had reorganized united Missouri,
leased Its generating plants and transmission lines to the
Butte Electric and Power Company which operated the
10 Ibid*. I, p# 843.
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properties until December 12, 1912.

In return for this,

the reorganization committee turned over Its fl,000,000
in Missouri River Electric and power Company stock to
the Butte Electric and Power Company, which the latter
11
recorded on its books at one dollar.
In brief, then,
Missouri River Electric and Power Company, as of
December 12, 1912, though a subsidiary of the Butte

Electric and Power Company, had acquired and was
operating the following properties:
Helena Water and Electric Power Company .
Missouri River Power Company
Helena Power Transmission Company
Capital City Improvement Company
Capital City Power Company
United Missouri River power Company

3. The Madison River Power Company
Another subsidiary corporation organized by the
Butte Electric and Power Company to channel control over
its system was the Madison River Power Company.

The

companies which Madison River came to control will now
be examined briefly.
The first hydro-electric development on the Madison
River was begun by L. L, Nunn in 1809, who transferred
the construction work before Its completion bo The Power
Ibid., IV, p. £020.
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Company, a corporation organized In Colorado on
Borember 7, 1898•

By 1901 the Bium plant, located near

Borrls, Montana, was transmitting power' to Butte*

The

Butte Electric and,power Company purchased The Power
Company on January 31, 1905, and turned it over to the
Madison River Power Company*
W* Ww Livingston and a Mr. lysingep installed the
first eleetrie lighting plant In Bozeman, Montana, in
1885*

The Bozeman Eleetrie Light (^mpamy, organized in

Montane on August 18, 1887, took over- this plant and
moveà it to Sour Bough Creek.

In 1891 this company con

structed a small plant oli Rocky Creek and brought current
into Bozeman*

A year later the Bozeman Electric Light

Company conveyed its ]^roperty to the Call at in Light, Power
and Railway Companyê
The latter company was organized in Montana on
April 6, 1399, to take over the street railway line and
electric light plant at Bozeman*

Six years later to the

day the street railway property*was transferred to the
Bozeman Street Railway Company.

In 1904 the Gallatin

Light, Power and Railway Company acquired the people*s
Electric and power Company, which had been incorporated
the previous year to operate a steam generating plant in
Bozeman and a small hydro-electric plant on Middle Creek
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ît the Flinders Mill.

On April 1, 1905 Butte ^iectrlc

r*nd Pov.er Company secured control of Gcilrtin Light,
Pov^er pnd

llv,py Company an^ operr cecl the property mit 11

leptember 20, 1908, when it transferred it to the Madison
Fiver pOTser Company.
Bozeman Btreet Railway Company v-as organized in
Montana on November P9, 1897, to take over the street
rallvay system of Gallatin Bight, Bower and pallway
Company.

On April 1, 1905, Butte -^lectric and Power

Company secured control of this company and operated it
for three and a half years, when it transferred the
property to the Madison River Power Company.
In’■«■pril, 1902, Bozeman -^ight and Traction Cg^pn^iy
w':s organized in Nevr Jersey to purchase and take over
Gallatin Light, Power and Railway Company and Bozeman
otreet Railway Company.

Eut the promoters of the new

company were unable to fulfill their commitments under
the contract purchase, so the contract w°s cancelled.
It never acquired any property nor engaged in any busines;
I'he Parrot ^anch property consisted of a canal w'hîch
the parrot Silver and Copper Companj?-

s constructing to

furnish water to the hydroelectric plant it

wt

s con

structing at its mill and Smelter near Rénova, Montana,
in 1895.

The mill, smelter and hydroelectric plant
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were nevez- completed, and on

vSept ember

22, 1903, the

Mmdison Stiver Po\"er Company purchased the property plus
4,660 acres of land from the Parrot Silver and Copper
Company.
Livingston Electric Light Company was incorporated in
Montana on March 21, 1889, and operated the first electric
plant in Livingston, Montana.

No records of this company

7^re available, but it was apparently turned over to
Livingston Water Power Company in 1894.

This latter

company had been incorporated in Montana on June 27, 1891,
Tn 1907 it constructed a hydroelectric plant on the Yellow
stone River adjacent to Livingston to furnish additional
power for this growing city.

Butte Electric and power

Company acquired this property on January 1,. 1907, and
transferred it to the Madison River Power Company under
whom it continued to operate as a branch until December 12,
1912Belgrsde Water Company wrs founded in Montana on May 11,
1906, by Ben Hager, who secured a franchise to furnish
electric light and water to Belgrade.

The Company never

established this service, and its property and franchise
were transferred to the Madison River Power Company in 1907,
The Madison River Power Company, a New Jersey corporation,
WPS

organized

on January 1, 1905, by the Butte Electric
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and Power Company to take over the property of the
Power Company, Bozeman Street Railway Company, and

Gallatin Light, power and Railway ^ompany.

Between

1905 and 1912 the firm built a second power plant on the
Madison % v e r ,

enlarged the Nunn plant, and constructed

the first steel tower line west of the Mississippi in 1903

from the lower Madison plant to Butte.
In brief, then, as of December 12, 1912, Madison River
Power Company, though a subsidiary of Butte Electric, had
acquired and was operating the properties of:
The Power Company
Bozeman Electric Light Company
Bozeman Street Railway Company
Bozeman Light and Traction Company
People*s Electric and Power Company
Gallatin Light, Power and Railway Company
Parrot Ranch
Livingston l»lectric Light Company
Livingston Water Power Company
Belgrade Water Company

4. The Billings and Eastern Montana Power Company
The Madison River Power Company, a subsidiary of Butte
Electric and power Company, was itself parent to a sub
sidiary which in turn owned operating companies.

The

Billings and Eastern Mont ana Power Company, the subsidiary
of s subsidiary, was of sufficient importance to merit
separate consideration.
On October 26, 1907, Christian and peter Yegen formed
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the Yellowstone River and Power Company for the purpose of
taking over the electric and water plants they had con
structed and were operating under the name of Yegen Brothers
This company maintained lines and distributed current in the
city of Billings, Montana.

On June 5, 1903, the Billings

and Eastern Montana power Company acquired all its property.
T h e Billings Water Power Company was organized in

Montana on June 2, 1385, by Henry Belknap, p. w. McAdsm,
H, H. Mund and H. W. Rawley.

The company built a canal from

the Yellowstone River to Billings, a distance of threefourths of a mile, to furnish water for the city.

At the

end of the canal was a fall of fourteen feet, adequate
enough to maintain a hydroelectric development which was
completed in 1336.

This company produced power for the

first electric lights in Billings which were turned on in
January, 1887.

Billings at the time was known as the best

lighted city in the ?;est, having one arc light per block
in the business district and one at each alternate inter
section in the residential area.

In 1908 this company

conveyed its electric plants and distributing lines to
Billings and Eastern Montana power Company, but retained
its water supply and distributing system.
The Montana Trading Company, a flour-milling concern,
was founded in Montana late in 1899.

It constructed an
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electric generating plant for Its mlll^ utilizing the
electric power during the day for the mill end distribut
ing It at night in the city of Big Timber, Montana, in
competition with the Big Timber Electric and Power Company#
The Billings and Eastern Montana Power Company acquired the
Montana Trading Company properties on March SI, 1909*
The Big Timber Electric Light and power Company,
organized in Montana in 1896, had by 1399 established the
first lighting system in Big Timber, producing power by
means of steam generators*

Service was furnished only from

dusk to 11:00 p*' m*, but after acquisition of this company
by the Billings and Eastern Montana power Company on June 3,
1910, twenty-four hour service was provided#
The early records of the Columbus Distribution System
which furnished electric light service in the city of
\
Columbus, Montana, are not available# The system was
acquired on February 14, 1911, by the Billings and Eastern
Montana Power Company from H. L* Ralff and others who
owned it#
The Billings and Eastern Montana Power Company was
organized on June 1, 1903, by the Butte Electric Power
Company to take over and unify the electric properties
of Yellowstone Biver power Company, Montana Trading
Company, Big Timber Electric Company, and the Billings
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Water Power Company*

The Billings and Eastern

made interconnections with the Madison River Power Company
in 1909 by means of a line constructed from Billings to
Livingston.

Butte Electric had bought the four above-named

companies for an aggregate total of $557,426.01 and con
veyed them to the Billings and Eastern Montana Power Company.
The latter issued and capitalized $999,000 par value of its
common stock, which Butte Electric transferred in turn to
12
its subsidiary, the Madison River Power Company.
Thus
Billings and Eastern Montana power Company was a subsidiary
of Madison River power Company.

By the end of 1912 the Butte Electric and Power Company,
directly through the operating companies which it had
absorbed and Indirectly through the subsidiaries which it
had set up to control other operating companies, had
integrated most of the electric power facilities of the
Butte - Great Palls - Helena area into a clear-cut system.
Transmission lines, had been completed to make possible
the movement of power from one end of the system to the
other.

The corporate entities which served the area had

been combinedinto one parent organization, the Butte
Electric and Power Company, vdiich owned properties
possessing a book value of over $21,000,000.
12

Ibid.. IV, p. 2067,
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1
largely.

He remained there until 1904 when he became

connected with the mining companies* first as managing
director of the different amalgamated companies in Butte*
and later as president of the Anaconda Copper Mining
Company.

Upon the death of H. H* Bogers* who was president

of the Amalgamated Copper Company* fiyan resigned as
president of Anaconda and became présidait of Amalgamated*
although he continued as a director of the Anaconda
Company.

In 1915* when the Amalgamated Copper Company was

dissolved* Ryan returned to the Anaconda Company as its
president.

He resigned in 1918 to become Assistant Secretary

of War end* upon the cessation of hostilities* returned to
the Anaconda Company as Chairman of the Board* a position
created especially for him and one held by him until his
2
death on February 11* 193S,
Ryan first became interested in Great Falls through
his friendship with John Morony.

A defalcation by the

cashier had occurred in the Great Falls Rational Bank*
sending that bank into a state of insolvency.

Morony* who

had been bank examiner for the state but was now general
auditor of the Daly estate* was familiar with the situation
at Great Falls*
1
2

He contacted Ryan* whom he had met in his

Marcus Daly died in November* 1900.
Accounting Case. I, pp. 284-286.
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position as bank examiner when Ryan was head of the Daly
Bank in Butte, and interested him in the two-fold purpose
of saving the bank, as far as the depositors were con
cerned, and of entering what appeared to bo a fertile bank
ing situation.

As a result, Ryan and Morony, with

Cornelius F. Kelly as legal counsel, conferred with the
board of directors of the bank.

After reaching an agree

ment with the directors, Morony asked Mrs. ^aly, now
widowed and partial executrix of the Daly estate, to buy
the bank.

Having great faith in Morony, who was the

general auditor of the Daly estate, Mrs. Daly bought the
3
bank and Morony went to Great Falls to run it,

Cornelius F. Kelly had been employed by the Anaconda
Copper Mining Company since he was a boy.

Upon completion

of high school he went to work in the engineering department
of the A. C. M. in 1890, and in 1894 was promoted to the
position of mine surveyor.

He entered the University of

Michigan Law School in 1895 end graduated in 1896.

During

the summers he would return to Butte to work in Anaconda* s
engineering department.

After graduation he practiced law

for two years, served a term in Montana*s House of Repre
sentatives, and in 1900 entered Anaconda*s legal department.
3
Ibid.. I, pp. 286-R87.
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H© succeeded Ryan as chairman of the board of Anaconda
upon the death of the latter*

From 1904 when Ryan became

connected with the mining Interests until his death, Kelly
4
was his most Intimate friend and legal adviser*
Morony, as head of the largest bank In Great Falls, was
now In a position to keep his finger on the financial pulse
of that city*

It was not long before he learned that the

local utility was run down and practically a write-off.
This utility, the Boston and Great Falls Electric and power
Company, had been organized In 1890 to take over the
properties of Great palls Electric Light and Gas Company
which had bemi operating In the Great Falls area for some
time.

Morony interested Ryan In the situation and the two

Interested Mrs. Daly, the upshot being that Ryan and Mrs*
Daly bought the property.

The exact date of the purchase

Is unknown, but the minutes of a meeting of the board of
5
directors of the company held on January 27, 1905 show
that an offer of twenty-five dollars per share had been
6
made for the property, and a meeting held on February 20
4

. Ibid.* I, pp. 280-284.
5
Tbld.. I, p. 449, Minutes of meeting of Board of
Directors of Boston and
Great walls Electric Light and
power 0>mpany, Jan. 27,
1905, (Ex. No. 62).
6
Tbld*^ I, p. 450, Minutes of meeting of Board of
Directors of Boston and
Great Falls Electric Light and
power Company, Feb* 20,
1905, (Ex. Ho. 63),
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shows that Ryan was elected a director of the Great Falls
Electric Light and Gas Company. Six days later he was
7
elected president.
Early in 1904, Ryan bought the Great
Falls Street Railway Company, which had gone through a
series of reeelwerships and was now undergoing a sheriff’s
sale.
Dhder Ryan’s guidance. Great Falls Electric Properties
was incorporated in 1906 to take over the properties of the
two aforementioned companies.

At the same time Ryan sold a

five-sixths interest in the new corporation to the Butte
Electric and power Company and retained a one-sixth
interest#

The corporation received its power from a small

substation built on the south side of the Missouri river*
It had no water rights of its own, but bought the water
from another local utility knovn as the Great Falls Water
Power and Townslte Company, owned by James J. Hill and
..

t

associate*#

Hill, the promoter end builder of the Great Northern
Railway, had first become interested in the Great Falls
7

Ibid.. I, p. 452, Minutes of meeting of Board of
Directors of Boston and Great Falls Electric Light and
Power Company, Feb. 26, 1903, (Ex. No. 65).
Ibid.. I,
. , Ex. No. 380, "Butte Electric and
Power Company— Origin of Common Stock Outstanding, Dec. 12,
1912#" Butte Electric sold $1,000,000 par value of its
common stock for a cash consideration of $500,000, and
used this to purchase the five-sixths interest.
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region through his close fri«idshlp with Paris Gibson,
"father" of the City of Great Falls.

Gibson, who had

come west In 1882, was very Impressed with the region
and Induced Hill to come out and look It over*

From

1882 Hill and Gibson were the sole owners of the Great
Falls power sites until September, 1885, when Gibson sold
a quarter Interest In them to Conrad Gotzlan, a St. Paul
associate of his.

In May, 1887, the Great Falls Water

Power and Townslte Company was formed, the capital stock
of which, amounting to $5,000,000, was subscribed largely
by stockholders In Hlll#s Great Northern Railway Company.
This Company bought all the water power sites along the
river. Including 4,976 acires of land from Hill and his
associates, giving him In return 50,000 shares of $100
9
par value stock In the new company.
Great Falls Water Power and Townslte Company had made
only one development on Its site, a dam known as Black
Eagle vdilch had been constructed under the terms of a con
tract between Great Falls Water power and Townslte Company,
the Boston-lfontana Consolidated Mining Company, and the
Silver Mining Company, a large and Important operator In
Butte.

This contract, made In 1889, called for the

erection of a dam to serve a concentrate or smelting plant
9
Montana Power Co.,
(1940), p. 15.

The Storv qL Montana Power.
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that was to be built adjacent to the site.

It was not a

hydro-electric development, but merely a forebay which
diverted the water through water wheels, the wheels turn
ing a rope transmission drive which in turn operated the
machinery in the smelting plant.

Across the river from

this was the small station which generated electricity for
Ryan’s local utility and farther downstream a small
.

development that operated a rope drive for the Royal Milling
10

'

Company, a flour company.

The contract with the Boston-

Montana Company called for the development in successive
stages from 1,000 horsepower to a maximum of 5,000 horse
power, the payment being not for power but for water «
- i*"

i

'

The

.

smelting plant was to getso many horsepower free

the first

year and then pay one dollar per horsepower the next year
to a maximum of five dollars per horsepower in succeeding
11
years.
The contract with Ryan# s Great Falls Electric
Properties called for the furnishing of water to the
electric compaiqr’s generating plant to the extent of 1,000
horsepower whenever there was
I B

'

sufficient water to supply

'

that amount.
10

Accounting Case^ I, pp, 296-97,

Tbid.. I, pp. 297-98. Contract between Great Falls
Water Power and Townsite Company and Boston and Montana Con
solidated Corporetion and the Silver Mining Company,
Segt. 2, 1899 (Ex. No. 4).
Tbid,. I, p, 298. Contract between Great Falls Water
Power and Townsite Company and Boston and Great Falls
Electric Light and power Co., Dec. 1, 1905 (Ex. Ho. 5).
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Byan decided to buy Hill out*
for wanting to do so.

He had several reasons

In the first place, he did not like

the idea that his eleetrie company should be dependent
upon water over idiich he had no control.

In the second

place, he had become greatly impressed with the series of
falls on the Missouri and envisioned their tremwdous
power potentialities.

Thirdly, but not least of all, he

could have an Independent source of power for the great
mining company of which he was the head.

Ryan saw Hill,

they had frequent discussions t o g e t h e r a n d Hill agreed to
get the stock together and sell it.

The stock had never

been traded in, so it was still in the hands of Hill«s
associates.

At the time. Great Falls Power and Townsite

Company had $5,000,000 par value of common sto<dc outstand
ing and a surplus of $238,958,68*

Ryan got the stock at

a discount of $3,800,692.16, making the total amount which
he paid to Hill $1,538,£46.46.

The cost of the town lots

and hydraulic land and l a n d ' r i g h t s had been recorded on
the books of Great Falls at $1,213,701.60 and $3,590,334.89
13
respectively for a- total recorded cost of $4,804,036.49.
The first question that miters one»s mind ist why did
Hill sell a piece of property which he valued at
Ibid.. I, p.
Great Falls Water power and Townsite
Company— Cost to John D. &yan of Hydraulic Land and
Land Rights, (2%. No. 384).
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$4,804,036, or roaghly $5,000,000, fop a consideration of
$1,538,240*46, or rougUly two-thirds less?

Hill was a

man of great vision, a promoter, a builder.

Surely If

'

»

'

anyone could have foreseen the power potential of the
sites. It would have been he.

Kelly, who had been present

at most of the confer mice S b e t w e ^ Hill and Olbson and
Hyanl testified before the federal Fôwer^ommiàslbn that
Hill said he ha0 spent a 4ktsy life ahd just did not have
'■
■ 'v; -s.:»
. •
. ' time to develon thé ]rôwer sites. Hill was" getting along
In years and hip sons had not. evinced any particular
'
-'t
. r: , 1 r •
,
•
Int ere St „In the’sit es
Fuorthermere, aceo^lng to Kelly t
.

- ‘ ; x u ' j .

" i ? "

-

"

j

,

•

-

-

Hill had a great i^gard àhd respect for Mr* &yan.
• • i He believed that Ryan was the fellow who
could take these water powers and do something
with them and he was anxious that Hr. Ryan should
do so. 14
^
i
-" ;
' ■—
Ryan himself had given practically the same reasons In a
hearing before
the 0. g.
Senate-i, Committee
on Public Lands
..
.
7- , ■
' "
when he gave this account of the transection:
•, ■
-'1.;
‘
,
' y r
But In 1908 g^* #111 and I bad some negotiations
on another subje^#^ I owned with one other
parther, the electrlc-llghtlng and street rail
ways business in the City of Great Palls, and
had been trying to Induce Mr. Hill to develop more
power for our usé& He said, '"You are In the power
business and j; am an old man and have much to do
^ ^ and the Country needs this development. You can
do B^re with It than anybody else, and if you will
buy It, I will sell It to you." And I bought It
from him In fifteen minutes, sitting across the
14
ybld*. t, pp. 289-904
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table, although 1 did not have any Idea where
I was going to get the money. 15
This is reiterated in the following letter, dated
April 18, 1917, from Paris Gibson to John D. Ryans
Dear %r. Ryan#
Your letter of the thirteenth instant is
received. i sutmitted to you by r^mest the
inquiry as,to a price,for the Great ?alls Town
site Company#s holdings, with no expectation
that you would consider it; but in reality hop
ing you would not entertain it, for I am free
to state that you are the man of all others
under whose direction should be continued the
important work of establishing.a great industrial
and commerdial center, here. I have never regretted
that the holdings .of th# Great,Falls Water Power
and To w a i t e Company were sold out to you for a
mere song, as I became satisfied that under the .
old management, an important city never could be
established here»
r
With the %lmdest.regards X remain
Yours verjr truly,
Paris Gibson.

1®

But there were other considerations besides Mr* Hill*a
visions, which caused him to sell the property so cheaply
and which Hr. Kelly in his testimony before the Federal
power Commission neglected to mention.

The United Missouri

River power Company in 1906"had built Hauser Dam at Hauser
a-

^

^

Lake on the Missouri River, sixteen miles above Helena»
15

Hearing before the Committee on Public Lands, u* 8.
Senate, Qlxty-Third Congress, Third Session, on H. A* 16673,
"An Act to Provide for the Development of Water Power and
the Use of public Lands in Relation Thereto, and for other
purposes,* 1915, p» 715#
16
accounting Case. I, p. 292 (Ex. Ho. 2).
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It had been in operation hardly more than rourteen
months when, due to a flood, it collapsed on April 14,
1308.

In June of that same year an even larger flood

threatened the Black Eagle Dam, and only gallant and

17
tireless work hy the men around, there saved it.
This catastrophe at Hauser Dam served to depress the
price of public utility securities in Montana.

Many men

who had long been connected with power de/elopment lost
faith in it.

Besides, the country as a whole was in the

throes of a depression,
\Khen Ryan had first secured, his option from Hill he
had consulted with H, fj. Rogers, who was president of the
Amalgamated Mining Company and who was Ryan* s immediate
predecessor in that position.

Ryan, it must be remembered,

was at this time president of the Anaconda Mining Company,
Vr'hy did Ryan seek Rogers* advice?

The answer can be found

in some transactions which occurred a few years earlier,
Wliile Ryan had been busy with his first ventures in
the power field, a prominent Montanan named Samuel Hauser
had also been busy promoting the development of hydro
electric power at the csnyon Ferry, the Hauser, rnd Halter
sites in the vicinity of Helens,

Hauser went east to raise

17
Montana power Co., The Story of Mont ana power^ p. IB.
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money and Interested Rogers, who was not only prealdmit
of the Agtalgamated Company but also a strong personality
In the Standard Oil Company, In the beneficial effects
to the mining industry of having available electric
power.

Rogers was convinced of this and agreed to help

Hauser.

The consequence of the agreemmit was the in

corporation of the aforementioned united Missouri River
18
Power Company
in which Amalgamated invested, up until
1911, $8,954,500 face value of the securities, including
$1,749,500 of bonds, debentures, notes and preferred
19
stock which the company carried at about $1,400,000*
In addition. Amalgamated signed contracts with United
Missouri by which the power company was to furnish most
of Amalgamated* s power (it got some from the Madison River
Power Company).

Amalgaaated thereby became united

Missouri#s largest customer.
Mow if Ryan bought Great Falls Mater power and Tomisite Company, he would be in a position to go into direct
competition with united Missouri#

Because of the connec

tions bet wens Amalgamated and the Anaconda Copper Mining
Coiapafur, Ryan did not want Amalgamated to suffer.

So he

18
19
9

XklSjL»
I* a
pp298-95.
^
- —w
rsr— —
^-

Public Utility Reports. Hew Series, (hereafter cited
as P. Ü . R.), vol. 57, p. 224.
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consulted with Rogers and agreed to either turn over to
Amalgamated his option from filll on the Great Falls sites,
or to purchase from Amalgamated, at cost, the securities
for which they had subscribed In United Missouri#
Ultimately Amalgamated accepted the offer of Ryan to
buy Its securities in United Missouri rather than take the
option on Great palls.

Amalgamated accepted the first

proposition, according to Kelly, because Rogers felt that
It would not be good business to go Into direct competition
with enterprises that were promoted and financed by other
cltlsens of the state^ and because It was the general
policy of the mining company act to engage in the general
20

utility business#

But It was also a fact that between

the time tWit Ryan had first consulted with Bogers and made
his offer, and the time that Bogers accepted the offer to
sell Amalgamated*s holdings In United Missouri, the
latter*s Mauser Dam had failed, depressing the price of
Its securities and destroying Rogers* faith In the enter
prise*

It need hardly be said that ■^algameted was quite

willing to sell Its Interests to Ryan, nor that Ryan was
jUst as willing to buy them#
* In completion of the transaction between Hill and Ryan,
the latter formed a syndicate to participate In the
20 ^
gase. I, pp# 295 ff.
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purcbaae of the atook of the Orea% Falls Water Power and
Townslte Company.

In the meantime By an Instituted an

Intensive study of the power sites to determine where the
first development should, take places
chosen was Pmlnbow.

The site finally

Work began on It In late ,1906^ and

It warn put Im operation In July^ 1910^.

' Shortly after the culmination of the kyan-Hlll deal y
Butte Jtleetrle and power started to make overturee td
Ryan.

As; early as 1900 Butte JSleetrie had retained the

aervlees of

Q« White and Company to make an Investi^

gatlon of the Great Falls sites# ^

C; W. Wetmor#» presi

dent of Butte Eleetrie^ had had conversation# with Ryan on
the possible <acquisition >of the <hreat Falls sites by
either Butte Electric or Ryan.^r These culminated In an
agreemmst found in a letter dated Febntary 14» 190dj
from Wetmore to H. W. Turner» Butte Eleetrie ts general
manager# which follows In part*
^ ' "1At an Interview with Hr# Ryan on Friday last»
February 9, we agreed that the negotiation for
the purchase or control of the Great Falls
Water Powers, when made and idieth%r conducted
by him or by ourselves» should be made for
the joint benefit of the Interests which he
represents and those which I represent » that
Is to say» If either should decide to buy or
lease^ the other should have the right to an _
equal participation In the purchase or l e a s e . ^
^

î M â a I# p. 558.
L

£• S* (F*S.)» vol. 57, p. 809.
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There existed In 1903 a conpetitive situation in
Butte between Butte Electric and the United Miaaouri
Company.

Butte Electric was largely a retail business

selling to the public and other ultimate consumers,
rather than to the large industrial companies.

But

United Missouri had contracts with these large indus
trial concerns and Butte Electric found itself threatened
by Ryan in its own field.

This is indicated strongly

in a letter dated July 13, 1903, from Butte Electric* s
general manager. Turner, to Sidney Z. Mitchel, a member
of its executive committee.

In this letter, based upon

an interview with Ryan, Turner said that Ryan was ready
to obligate the copper companies which he represented
for large blocks of low cost power, but that he might
consider an offer for the water power sites.

However,

"in case no deal was made he (Ryan) and his associates
would develop the Great Falls power, transmit it to
Butte, do their own power business, and in this
connection he very strongly intimated that they would
take on the lighting business also."

Tiurner then

continued:
It seems that in any event we are threatened
with competition, a. thing to avoid if possible.
. . • However, the logical and proper solution
of this difficulty is by an equitable amalga
mation of the interests involved, if such can
be brought about.
Turner also stressed the fact that "Mr. Pyan and the
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Amalgamated Company are supreme in this vicinity and
they are fully able to carry out any programs they
attempt.*»^®
Having this situation in mind, C. W. Wetmore, presi
dent of Butte Electric, requested the firm of Cooper and
PomeIson, consulting engineers, to make a study of and
ascertain the best way to bring about a consolidation of
the three major water power interests in Montana.

On

December SI, 1908, the consulting engineers reported.
The report which follows details step by step
the reasons which have led us to strongly urge
you to abandon the idea of a three-cornered
negotiation and to ally yourself with the Ryan
interest at once and before approaching the
Missouri River Company with a view to taking it
into a consolidation. . . .
From all that has
been said above, it must be apparent that the
Ryan interests dominate the electric power
situation in Montana. . . .
The figures of ,
profits in the above table reflect the greatest
credit on Mr. Turner, the General Manager of
the Butte Company, and they are possible only
because he has been able so far to keep out
competition and to ward off regulative legis
lation.^
In the meantime negotiations between Wetmore and
Ryan on the sale of a half-interest in Great Falls to
Butte Electric had been broken off temporarily by an
illness which-Wetmore contracted in June.

They were

Federal power Commission, Opinion Ho. 120, Docket
Ho. IT—5825, "In the Matter of the Montana Power Company,^
pp. 32-SS; P. U.
(N.
vol. 57, p. 209.
Federal Power Commission, Opinion Mo. 120, pp. 33-54;
P. U. fi. (M.S.), vol. 57, pp. 209-10.
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resumed again in August, but in a different vein#

In

a letter dated August 15, 1908, to Wetmore, Ryan indi
cated that he was carefully considering the price he
would ask for the first half of Great Falls, and clearly
stated that any negotiations he might have had with
Wetmore prior to his illness was terminated*

The power

situation, he insisted, had changed to such a point that
he would not consider selling at the price the two might
have discussed before, and that he was now in a position
to go ahead with the financing himself*

OK

One wonders why Ryan, if he was in such a dominant
position, would even consider selling to Butte Electric.
There were many reasons for this, one being that he
actually wanted to see a power monopoly in the state, but
that he also wanted to control it.

Some other reasons were

evident in Kelly*s testimony before the Federal Power
Commission, namely, that Butte was well informed on the
power situation, it employed extremely able and
competent men, and it had the financial resources to
S6
undertake such a vast development.
besides, the
failure of Hauser Dam had put a note of caution in Ryan* a
future ventures.
Ibid.. I, pp. 561-62 (Ex. No. 81)
^

Ihld*. I, pp. 306-507.
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Finally, on January 19, 1909, an agreement was made
27
between Ryan and associates and Butte Electric.
This
agreement provided two alternatives.

The first provided

for the sale to Butte of half the shares in Great Falls,
The second alternative provided for the sale to Butte of
a half-lnterest in a new corporation to which the pro
perties of Great Falls were to be transferred— the new
corporation was to be called the Montana-Northwestern
Water Power and Electric Company.

The reason for this

second alternative was that Ryan had not yet acquired
one hundred per cent of Great Falls and, if at the time
the transactions were to be carried out Ryan could not
transfer an exact fifty per cent of the stock of the
Great Falls to Butte Electric, the new corporation was
to be formed and its securities divided equally, thus
maintaining an exact fifty per cent ownership for each
party.

As things turned out, Ryan had acquired the full

one hundred per cent at the time of the transaction, so
the first option was carried out.
On February 3, 1909, Ryan and Butte Electric also
reached an agreement on the purchase by the latter of
the remaining one-sixth interest in Great Falls Electric
Properties.^^
^

Butte Electric had purchased a five-sixths

Ibldw . I, pp, 563-64 (Ex. Bo, 11),

Ibid.. I, p, 567, Agreement, dated Feb. 3, 1909,
between Butte Electric and power Company and John D.
Ryan (Ex. No, 84),
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Interest In 1906, as mentioned earlier.

Butte Electric

^■ould pay Ryan f200,000 for the $100,000 par value of
the stock which he still retained as a one-sixth Interest,
hut only upon consummation of the deal for the first half
of the Great Palls Water Power and Townsite Company,
Some time in May the deal for a half-interest in the
Great Falls Water Power and Townsite Company was concluded.
Ryan was to get $150,000 in cash, bonds to the face value
of $1,350,000, and common stock to the par value of
$1,000,000, a total consideration of $2,500,000-

$500,000

of the stock was to be deferred-dlvldend-tearlng, as the
29
earning capacity of Great Falls was only anticipatory.
This was for only a half-interest, whereas less than a
year earlier Ryan had bought the whole site for roughly
one and a half million dollars.
purchase is not known.

The exact date of the

It can only be indicated by a

letter dated May 26, 1909, from ?,

s. Blsland to F- Shaw

Baker, assistant treasurer of Butte Electric, in which
reference Is made to a delivery of bonds to Ryan on May 10
as part payment of one-half Interest in the Great Falls
Water Power and Townsite Company.

It is to the effect that

Butte Electric had delivered to Messrs, Lee, Higginson and
Company $1,500,000 par value of Butte 5*s, and received
Alfred jaretzke, a director of Butte Electric, to
A. J. Shores, April 27, 1909, ibid.. I, p. 374 (Ex. No. 86)
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payment therefore of #1,336,453.

2>0

The acccmpanying table-shows the amonnt of stock in
Butte Electric which was acquired by each of Ryan’s
associates.

It will be noted that of a total of ten

thousand shares, Ryan received 2,212, or over one-fifth
of all the shares.
People V^io Acquired Common Stock in Butte
Electric through Ryan by sale of first half of Great Fall;
Stockholder
V;. E. Corey
Hugh H- Braughton
A. B- Hepburn
T- S. Dee
J . G . llorony
♦C. F. Kelly
*R. B. Alley
♦John Gillie
*G. W. Goodale
E . J . Bowman
M. Thornton
E. I. Holland
♦Ransom Cooper
♦A. E. Tineel er
♦J. R. Toole
♦Kenneth Ross
Uargai-et P. Daly
W. D. Thornton
2,11ss L. Thornton
♦A. C. Carson
♦J. 0 ’Grady
T. F. Cole
J . R. Dee
0. H. Habln
A. H. Flggin
♦J. D. Ryan
W. P. Holly
T . W. Esmont
V;, C. Helnkel

Number of Shares
325
162
19
65
1503
97
65
73
65
39
39
39
39
65
65
65
2000
650
65
525
97
975
85
292
34
2212
200
58
292 31
Total:
10,000

Ibid.. I, pp. 569-70 (Ex. Bo. 85).
*

Indicates individuals associated with Kelly in the
mining industry.
Ibid.. I, pp* 840-44.
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Great Falls Water Porer and Townsite res engaged in
two entirely different lines of endeavor-

Cn the one hand

it sold water and power end on the other it sold real
estate in the town-

Incidentally, the real estate end of

the business was thriving.

The company owned in fee the

riparian rights down the river along Its banks, and also
where the sites were located-

If things had continued in

this manner, that is the company dealing in power and real
estate at the same time, it would have been almost impossible,
or at least very difficult, to finance the power development
without involving the titles to the real estate-

For this

reason only it was decided that the two businesses should be
separated.

Kelly formulated a plan of forming two new

corporations, one to take care of the real estate business
and the other the power business-

Z2

Consequently, on

October 13, 1910, the Great Falls Power Company and the Great
Falls Townsite Company were formed as separate corporations*
$10,000,000 in par value of the stock of the Great Falls
S3
Power Company
and $1,000,000 in par value of the stock of
34
the Great Falls Townsite Company
was issued to the Great
Ibid.. I, pp. 313-14.
Ibid.. I, pp. 514-15,
Great Falls Power Company,

Articles of Incorporation of the
Oct. 13, 1910 (Ex. No. iS)*

Ibid., I, pp. 314-19, Articles of
Great ^alls Townsite Company, Oct- 13,

Incorporation of the
1910 (Ex. No- 18)-
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Falls Water Power and Townsite company for the power
sites and developm«its and the town sites respectively.
The only actual result of the formation of these
two companies was that Butte Electric and Ryan each
owned them fifty per cent indirectly instead of directly.
Each continued to operate in the same office with the
same personnel.

They were merely incorporated departments

of the Great Falls Water Power and Townsite Company.
Butte Electric had now eliminated the potential
competition of Ryan* s Great Falls Water Power and Townsite
Company In its retail field in Butte.
now have at its

Butte Electric would

disposal a great independent source of power,

SO that it could compete

much

more favorablywith the United

Missouri River Power Company in Butte.
*

.*

1

*

it had advanced

*

one more step

in

At the same stroke,

the establishment of a pow

monopoly in the Butte area.
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IV
THE THOMPSON FALLS POWER COMPANY
To bring into their proper perspective the events
that caused the poorer situation at Thompson Falls to
have en Important bearing on the formation of the Montana
PoTuer Company, it is necessary to go back to the railroad
wars of the early 1900s.

The surreptitious maneuverings

of the Morgan—Hill interests and of the Harriman-Standerd
Oil interests to secure a dominant position in the rail
road industry ras responsible for the entrance of the
Itllwaukee Rallrosdj one of the central figures in this
chapter, into Montf^na and the power field#
In 1900 the Mllrssukce was known as the Chicago,
Milwaukee and Ct. Paul Railroad— its westernmost reaches
at that tine extending only to Evarts, South Dakota.
It was with a note of alarm that Roswell Miller,
chairman of the board of directors of the Milwaukee, heard
the rumor one day In the spring of 1901 that the Morgan—
Hill interests were trying to secure the Chicago, Burlington
and Quincy Railroad, commonly called the Burlington, the
acquisition of which would put them in a dominant position
in the railroad field in the northwest.

At the same time

i*
, the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway,
later tne Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific
Railway.
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B. H. Harrlman* with the help of the fioekefeller millions»
was trying to buy the controlling Interest In the Northern
Pacific Railroad to whom the Morgan-Hlll Interests had
allotted half the stock of the Burlington,

Stiller knew

that» regardless of which side won» the Milwaukee would be
bottled up In South Dakota and the midwest.

The opinion

of the top officials of the road was that It should and
must go west.

The same year» 1901» A, J. Barling» presi

dent of the Milwaukee» on the advice of Miller, sent an
engineering crew over the lines of the Northern Pacific to
estimate the cost at which the Northern pacific lines
could be duplicated.

In the early part of 1902 Miller

submitted the report to William Rockefeller, the most
powerful man ca the Milwaukee#s board.

Rockefeller paid

no attention to the report» as he was then discussing
plans with W, C. Vanderbilt for a line to be built to the
Pacific jointly by the Milwaukee and the Northwestern
Railroad.

Miller did not like this plan.

By May, 1905»

Rockefeller and Vanderbilt were still discussing plans
for a Pacific extension.

In the meantime the Chilted

States Supreme Court had ordered the Northern Securities
Company» which was the result of a compromise between the
Slll-Morgan Interests and Harrlman, to be dissolved.
Rockefeller* s discussions with Vanderbilt came to an
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abrupt halt In lata 1905 when Miller Informed him that
despite the dissolving of the Northern Securities
Company» H111» Morgan and Harrlman had arrived at a
working agréaient»

Those in control of the Milwaukee»

including Bockefeller» realized the position they were
in with the Hill lines north controlling the Burlington
and the Harrlman lines south working with the north
west e m .

The upshot was an authorization by the

Milwaukee's board of directors in Sovember» 1905» for
the building of the line and the incorporation in
Montana, Idaho, Washington and Horth Dakota of new
corporations to build these lines with funds furnished by
the Milwaukee*

These corporations were consolidated in

1903 into the Chicago, Milwaukee and Puget Sound Railway
Company*

Portions of the line were opened to freight

traffic in 1903.and by November, 1909, through passenger
service was provided.

The lines of the Puget Sound were

operated independently until January, 1913, when the
Milwaukee took possession of its property and merged its
operations into the system.^
The Milwaukee Land Company, a wholly-owned sub
sidiary of the Milwaukee Railroad, had for years prior
to 1906 engaged in the land business along the Milwaukee's
^ For a more comprehensive account of the Milwaukee s
struggle to the Pacific, see August Derleth, The Milwaukee
Road, Hew York, 1948, pp* 126-95.
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east of the Missouri.

the Miiiraukee decided to

go weatj, the hand Company began to buy tlmberlanda in
Washington and Idaho and towns It es In Montana.

In 1908 It

bought'the Thompson Falls, prospect Cyeek and Missoula
River sites#

At the time the Thompson Falls and Prospect

Creek sites were owned by the Northwestern Develoiment _
Company and the Missoula River sites were owned by the
Idaho Water power and KLectrle Fompany#

The Horthwestexsi .

Development Company, Incorporated In Nevada on September S6,
1907, by Edward Don!an of Missoula, Irving E* gelth of
Thompson Falls, and James M. Selfs of Plains, took over the
water rights and. lands along the Clark* a Fork of the
Columbia River.In the vicinity of Thompson Falls»?

The

Milwaukee Land company acquired the Northwestern Develo]^
ment Company and the Idaho^Vater Fewer and Electric Compmay
by buying their stock In 1908.

Mow some time subsequent to

the Incorporation of the Morthwestem development Company by
Domlan

and prior to Its acquisition by the Land Company,

Donlan sold a half— Interest in It to John p. Ryan and John
Morony for a consideration of $100,000.

1 short time later

Donlan sold his fifty per cent interest to the Land Company
for #800,000 and Ryan and Morony sold their fifty per cent
5
for #100,000, or idiat they had paid for it.
The Milwaukee

® The Btorv

Montana Power^ pp. 45-44.

® Accounting Case. I, pp. 725-27.
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had t h r o u ^ its subsidiary acquired this in anticipation
of future electrification*

The only reason that can be

given for Ryan’s selling the sites to the railroad vas
that it either entailed too heavy a financial risk for
its develojMaent, or else Ryan himself was unaware of the
potentialities of railroad electrification*

It could be,

too, that the Hauser Dam failure caused him to sell*
In 1909 William A* Rockefeller asked Ryan to become
a director of the Milwaukee*

Prom the minutes of the

board meetings of the Milwaukee it appears that vacancies
on the board were filled after informal discussions by the
executive committee, and members were selected without
regard to their holdings in the Milwaukee, although there
was a minimum requirement th&t one hundred shares be held*
Rockefeller ostensibly asked Ryan to join the board because
of his great familiarity with the west and the territory
through which the Milwaukee was building.

Rockefeller was

one of the largest stockholders on the board of the Milwaukee,
holding at one time 150,000 shares of stock in the road.
He also had substantial interests in the Anaconda Copper
Mining Company.

In 1915, when the power contracts were to be

let by the Milwaukee for its electrified system. Rockefeller
bought a block of twenty thousand shares of Montana Power
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Compaajr stock*”*

It must be remembered that H. H* Rogers^

president of Amalgamated and immediate predecessor of
Ryan in that office, was also a strong personality in the
Standard Oil Company and consequently closely allied ^vlth
Rockefeller.

There is reason to suppose that Ryan was just

as anxious to get on the board of directors of the Milwaukee
and might have used his close relations with Rockefeller and
Rogers to win election to the board.

In a hearing before the

Interstate Oommerce Cfcmmisslon in 1986 concerning an investi
gation into the corporate and financial growth of the
Milwaukee, Ryan bluntly admitted that he was interested in
railroad electrification as an important new use for
5
copper and as an outlet for water power.
He had other
reasons, too, for wanting to acquire the Thompson Falls site.
The distance between Thompson Falls and the Coeur d*Alene
mining district was only a few miles.

To the east of the

Thompson Palls site was the fertile agricultural area which had
recently been released from the Flathead Indians.

The distance

north from Thompson palls to an intersection with the main
line of the Great Northern was only seventy miles.

The

latter road had been considering the partial electrification
of its lines.

But ityan, travelling in Europe in the summer

* Interstate Commerce Commission, Reports. No. 17021,
♦Investigation of Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway,»
July, 1927, vol. 151 (hereafter cited as I. C, c. ISl),
pp. 652-54.
® Ibid.. pp. 658-59.
® A|Ccountinjc Case. I, pp. 359—40.
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of 1912, envisioned even more than this.

He wrote to his

friend, Kelly;
I ran across a man In Paris who is one of two heirs
in an estate that owns a very large land grant in
Washington upon which two very large water powers
are located, so that they could easily ho used for
any and all of the transcontinental lines through
Oregon and Washington and with Portland, Seattle,
and Tacoma within easy transmission distance.'
Negotiations had been going on between Byan and the

Milwaukee since the early part of 1911.

According to

Kelly, the railroad had considered Ryan*s offer to buy the
sites because It was averse to entering the public utility
business.

It could also see the disadvantages that might

result from an operating standpoint if the employees of the
railroad»s power plant went on a sympathy strike for the
men on the line.

On November 25, 1912, the Milwaukee had

made a contract with the Great Falls Power Company for

serving power to Its Rocky Mountain Division.

A- J. Barling,

president of the Milwaukee, felt that if he could get a
contract for power from Ryan* s Thompson Falls development on
as equitable terms as the Great Falls contract. It would then

be cheaper to buy the power than to develop it.

8

The Milwaukee figured It would cost about $700,000 to
build the 220 miles of transmission lines for Its Missoula
^ Ryan to Kelly, Aug. 26, 1912, Ibid.. I, 754-55
^ Ibid.. I, pp. 522-23.
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division, end thet this would represent a yearly cost of
about $91,000.

The yearly cost of owning and operating

the Thompson Falls plant had been estimated at $298,500*
Thus, the power the ^lUtraukee used would have cost about
$589,300 per year.

Ryan offered the road a contract which

would not only supply power from both ends of the line
(Oreat Falls and Thompson Palls) and thus eliminate any
possible power failure or shortage, but would also have
cost the Milwaukee only $282,000 per year based upon its
anticipated requirements*

This would represent a saving
g

to the railroad of roughly $110,000 per year.
I^an, in his testimony before the Interstate Commerce
Commission, denied that his position on the board of
directors of the Milwaukee had anything to do with his
acquisition of the sites and a power contract*

He said

that President Earllng of the Milwaukee asked him to buy
the sites back and give him a contract similar to the
Great Falls contract*^®

But In a letter dated November 24,

1911, Earling^s assistant declared*
I am quite sure that he (Ryan) Is very anxious to
have the Thompson pr.lls Power. I think yon have
one strong argument that I could not use, that
I m smuch as the CToispsny (Mllwrukee) has got to
have an electrical development. It would only be a
step to dcvolor Thcnrpscn Fr>lls power end get the full
^ Ihld.. Ill, p. 2564*
I. C. C. 151, pp* 659-40,
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benefit thereof. This Is quite true, and It seems
to me thst rather than make concessions ishlch you
consider unwarranted, we ought to consider the
development of this power.Ü
Ooodnow, the writer of the letter, was one of the few
Milwaukee officers who actually looked out for the rail
road’s best Interests.

According to Ryan, he "was the
X2
hardest trader I ever had anything to do with.»
President Earllng of the Milwaukee Road became more
convinced that his firm should sell the sites to Ryan and
sign a power contract when he saw that the newly completed
electrification of the Butte, Anaconda and Pacific Railroad
was a tremendous succees.

This railroad’s principal

business was to haul the ore from the mines in Butte to
the reduction plants in Anaconda.

It was completely owned

by the Anaconda Copper Mining Company; It was electrified
by the General Electric Company whose president was C* A.
Coffin, a fellow director wlt|» Ryan on the board of directors
of Butte Electric; and It had a lifetime power contract with
Ryan* s Great Falls power Company.

But Earllng was not going

to give the sites away— he had to be assured that pyan would
build transmission lines first and then he wanted to sign a
good contract.

On November 25, 1912, Ryan and Earllng

Mr. Goodnow, President Xarling*s assistant (who
carried on most of the negotiations on behalf of Earllng),
to Earllng, Nov. 24, 1311, i. C. C. l&l, p. 640.
Ibid.. p. 642.
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reached an agreement,

X3

but actual title to the sites

did not pass to Ryan until the following FeJ?ruary.^^
Ryan did not get the title until this time because he
had not signed a power contract as yet.
At that time the only authority for constructing a
transmission line across the public domain was obtain
able through a revocable permit issued by the Secretary
15
of the Interior under an Act of February 15, 1901.
An amending Act was passed in 1911 allowing certain
administrative officers of the federal government to
issue fifty-year permits, but lack of accompanying
regulations made the situation just as bad as ever.
Finally, on ^^ovember 18, 1912, Secretary of the Interior
Fisher called a water power conference where everything"
was settled.

Fisher personally invited Kelly to attend,

and Kelly accepted the invitation.

He returned on the

22nd or 23rd of November, and Ryan and Earllng then reached
a tentative agreement.

The clearing up of titles and the

settling of other details held up the signing of the power
contract until February 11, 1913.
■^cccv-r.tir.;: Cr rc .

To, 21, I, P. 326.

Ilvld,, I, ; . 3/ 4.
deed "^cr Thorp
'R’alls
site, and Ryan* s deed for M^lssoula River site lE%s. ^^o,
—

f

»-»

r- . ,
C* *

» - > r 'l
^ •t y y #

See Chapter IV,
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Now Ryan had not been just sitting around during the
last year waiting for the federal government to make up
its mind about these permits and for Earllng to decide
whether or not he was going to sell Thompson Falls.

In

January, 1912, thirteen month# before he finally bought
Thompson palls, he sent Max Hebgen, general manager of
Butte Electric, to Thompson Falls to Investigate the site.
A few months later Ryan sent Kelly there to make an
exhaustive study of the titles and render an opinion.
Ryan could have been buying Thompson Falls for himself,
or for Great Falls Power Company of which he was presi
dent, or for Butte Electric, of which he was also presi
dent,

As It turned out he bought the site for himself

and associates.
A short distance below the Thompson Falls site was
the Prospect Creek site for which Ryan had also been
negotiating, although for all practical purposes It was
considered part of the Thompson Falls site.

In the

spring of 1912 Ryan ordered work to be started on the
Prospect Creek site.

At the same time an account was

opened In the Daly Bank and Trust Company called the
«Thompson Falls Development.«

All expenditures Incurred
16
In the Prospect Creek work were paid from this account.
However, Ryan did not get the title to this property until
Accounting Case. I, p. 746.
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almost a year later*

lîow, in the absence of ownership,

Tvss he able to undertake its development?

According to

Kelly, the railroad had no intentions of going ahead with
it, and Ryan had the railroad*s permission to proceed.

He

had agreed that if the deal did not go through, the rail
road was under no obligations to pay him for it*

If the

deal did go through, work could progress on Thompson
Falls immediately because it had a source of power in the
Prospect Creek development.

In any event, if Ryan did not

get the Thompson Falls site, the railroad might sell the
Prospect Creek site to Ryan which could be self-sustaining,
merely by building thirty miles of transmission lines to
17
the towns of Thompson Falls, plains and Paradise.
This was no doubt true, but the real reason was that
Ryan knew the Thompson Falls water rights were in danger*
There was a prospective development by other parties down
stream from the Thompson Falls site which, if developed,
would have flooded out the Thompson Falls site.

That is,

these parties would have erected a dam, which would have
flooded out the logical place to put the power house of
the Thompson Falls site.

Hebgen advised Ryan

by letter:

"I believe that seme active construction work should be
started in April to hold the rights of Thompson Falls**»

TÔ

Ibid.. I, pp. 747-40.
Hebgen to Ryan, Jan. SI, 1912, Ibid.. I, pp. 729, 743-49
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Hebgen did not mean to hold the rights

at Prospect Creek,

nor the water rights of the Clerk's Pork of the Columbia
above the dam site, for two weeks later he wrote again to
Ryan:
By erecting the Prospect Creek powerhouse, which
would be a temporary frame building just below
the Thompson Falls on the banks of the river, and
discharging the water from this plant into the
river at this point, the development in my opinion
will effectually hold the water rights at Thompson
Falls. So one below the development could flood
out Thompson Palls with this power house in
operation at this point.^9
As soon as the preliminary arrangements had been
made between Ryan and Earllng of the Milwaukee on
November 85, 1912, Kelly wired L, 0* Evans, his associate
in the legal business in Butte, instructions to organize
a power company far the purpose of acquiring these sites.
He suggested in the wire that they name it the Western
Power Company, but upon a check with the Secretary of
State of Montana it was discovered that that name had
already been appropriated and there was a Montana statute
which forbade two corporations from using the sane mame.
Morony suggested the logical name of Thompson Falls power
Company, so Evans wired this name back to Kelly.

Three

days leter, on November 30, Thompson palls Power Company
20
was organized and capitalized at $5,000,000.
On the
Idem to idem, Feb. 16, 1912, ibid.. I, pp. 732, 748-48
(Ex. NO. 136).
Ibid.. I, pp. 333-36, Articles of Incorporation of
Thompson Falls Power Company, Nov. 30, 1911 (Ex. No. 22).
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11 to of pofepu&iry By&n sigi^ed a power coDtraet witli the
Mllwevkeej, who Im t o m tr&naferred the titles to the
sites over to hymn#
Rymm had paid the Milwaukee* a total of $779#000g
of tolch #600^000 was for the Thompson Falls sits and
dl^79%000 for ths Fish Creek site or Missoula Hirer site*
Inr ad^tion, he paid the road flve per cent interest on - the small amount of m o n e y it had invested in preliminary
work on the site»

Thin amounted to #64,096*76, making the

total purchase price $ 8 1 6 , 0 ^ * 7 6 * ^

c

r

.

t

*

;<

.

.. * Now,the Milwaukee had originally paid Hyan and Donlan
only

for the sites when it bought them in 190T

ow 1908, and i^w it had sold, them for $600,000« lecordlng
to; Kelly, jRyan -was anxious that any deal that be made with

.

the Milwaukee he free of future or it lei sm, inasmuch as he
was o n toe Milwaukee* s hoard oif directors at the time*
Consequently he insisted o n paying <!k>uhle the purchase price
plus lnjberes$»®?i [ flbwerer, it it also plausible that the
railroad insisted

this price because it figured the ^

power contracts, were worth it#
"T

'

6 *, ' '

-

,

.

Why else would it insist
k.

;

'

' ^

that Ryan sig|t j^e power contract before he received the
deedT

It might have been only a matter of legal principle.

**■ Ibid..' tot. No. 887.

Ibid.■ I» p. 288.
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as the Thompson Falls power Company could not sign a
power contract until It actually owned the sites,

Ryan

testified before the interstate Commerce Commission in
1926 that Morony insisted that the price was too high,
and that as a result a breach was caused between them
which never healed.
Prior to the time the deeds passed to Ryan and subse
quent to the formation of Thompson Falls, stock partici
pations had been allocated to the individuals who had
participated in the original purchase from the Milwaukee.
Inasmuch as the sites had cost Ryan roughly $985,000, and
the new company issued 50,000 shares of $100 par value
stock, each share was worth roughly nineteen dollars a
share.

By dividing this into the amount each Individual

had subscribed, the following allocations of stock in the
new company were arrived at .24
C* J. Kelly, an officer of the Daly Bank
and Trust Company
Max Hebgen, General Manager of Butte
Electric and of Great Falls Power
and Townsite Company
I,, 0, Evans, Kelly* s law partner and
attorney for Anaconda
H. A. Oallwey, an associate of Ryan and
Kelly, and manager of the Butte,
Anaconda and pacific Railway
2S Ibid.. I, pp. 781-82.
24 Ibjg^., X, pp, 764—65.
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1500
1000
1000
250
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J ohn Gillie
250
C. F. Kelly
7000
F. W. Allen of New York, a partner In the
Boston hanking firm of Lee, Higginson
and Company
2000
G. W. McGarrah, president of the Mechanics
and Metals Bank, later merged Into the
Chase National Bank
1000
Marcus Daly, son
ofMarcus Daly, Sp,
2500
John D. Ryan
34200
Total*
50,000
Kelly bluntly admitted before the Federal Power
Commission that the sites themselves actually were not
worth $5,000,000, but that It was the potentiality that
was worth that much.

Further, even the potentiality was

not worth that much to others who might have bought the
Thompson Falls site, because they did not have the per25
sonnel, namely Ryan, Hebgen, Kelly ej^ al.
In other
words they were capitalizing both potential earnings and
huzaan abilities, as well as the actual worth of the
property.
Ultimately, the company*s earning power justified the
capitalization of $5,000,000.

The Coeur d*Alena mining

contract was signed in 1914 for four or five thousand horse
power.

power was sold to the villages and industries along

the railroad*s right of way.

The only anticipated

eventuality that did not materialize was the electrification
of the Great Northern Railroad-

Eut this was offset many

times over by the revenues received from the Milwaukee
^

Ibid.. I, p. 772.
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electric contract, frtiich over a ten-year period amounted
26
to forty per cent of Thompson falls* stated revenue.
The Milwaukee never took more than fifty per cent of the
total output of Thompson falls over the next ten-year
27
period^
while the output It received from Orest Falls
averaged only ten per cent of Great Falls* total output
28
over the same ten-year period*
89
under the contracts
for.both Thompson Falls and
Great Falls, the railway purchased power for $0.00526
per kilowatt hour, but with the limitation that the
minimum payment should be for sixty per cent of the
number of kilowatt hours which would have been taken if
the fixed amount of power, which from time to time the
railroad is obligated to receive and the power company to
furnish, had been taken continuously.

This fixed amount

of power was 10,000 kilowatts for each of the two
electrified divisions, and had been Increased from time
to time under the provisions of the contract, as amended
December 50, 1922, until It was for 16,000 In 1925.
26
I. C. C. 151, p. 648.
27
Ibid., p. 640.•
28
Ibid.. p. 641.
29

Accounting
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The traffic and kilowatt-hour consumption had fallen off
to such an extent that the minimum provisions of the
/
contract had served to increase considerably the net rate
per kilowatt hour.

In 1917 the power company insisted on

the minimum payment provisions of the contracts, but these
proved so burdensome that negotiations were opened for
modification of the requirements that the Milwaukee continue
to Increase the minimum payments; the result was the amend
ment of December 30, 19fi2, whereby the highest minimum of
18,000 kilowatts was to be reached in 19P7.

The railroad

can take a maximum of 28,000 kilowatts.
Thus it may be seen that in no month did the load
factor approach the sixty per cent load factor named in
the contracts.

In fact, during many months it wa s closer

to half that, resulting In the unit price on

the Missoula

division in 1924 for example being nearly double
30
minimum price.

the

Under another provision of the contracts, if over
sixty per cent use was attained one year, that automati
cally fixed the minimum for the next year.
Ryan testified before the %. C. C. that he insisted on
s thirty-year contract, as some bonds of the power company
would mature within that period, and that at first harling
30
Ibid., p. 643.
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ngreed to this but Irter insisted on 100 yeftr contra cts.

£1

Another unfair feature of these contracts v.rs thct tv.o
separate contr^^cts covering adjoining divisions, viz..
Rocky Mountain and Missoula, covered one continuous stretch
of line from Harlov.town to Avery.

both contracts were

negotiated at the same time, practically concurrently, by
Ry'n.

The operation of both divisions under one contract

and one minimum would result in a reduction of the combined
'62

aenk demand end better load fsctors.
T h e m a k i n g of t h e s e separa t e

contracts,

of course,

:ddtrd a great deal of value to the power contracts.
respite this, the Milwaukee estimat.ed that it saved
*11,863,247 over the period 1916-1984 because of clectrifi£c
cation.
It might be worth noting tliat the Interstate
Commerce Commission arrived at the conclusion that If the
Milwaukee's traffic had not fallen off, the contracts
would have been cuite favorable, inasmuch as the reduction
in traffic, with the concomitant decrease in power con
sumât ion, was responsible for the increrse in price cer
£4

kilowatt hour.
£1

See Aooendix.
62

I. C. C. iSl, p. 645.
Ibid.. pp. 645-46.
c4
Ibid.. p. 651.
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It cost the Milwaukee roughly fS8,000,000 to electrify
its road between Harlowtowxi, Mtmtana, and Othello, Wash
ington.

Of this total cost, over $4,000,000 was for copper

purchased from the united Metals Selling Company, the
selling agency of the i^aconda Copper ^ompany, both of which
were headed by Ryan,
The acquisition of the Thompson Falls site by Ryan
assured his being able to furnish power to the Milwaukee
at all times inasmuch as a power failure at either end of
the line, at either Great Falls or Thompson Falls, could
be compensated for by the hydroelectric site at the other
end.

Furthermore, Ryan Could use Thompson Falls as a '

bargaining element in any future dealings with the Montana
power Company, Since he could ask a high price for it
' ^
1
'
because of his fifty per cent ownership In Great Falls.
Conversely he could ask a high price for his fifty per
■t '

'

■

cent interest in Great Falls because of his ownership of
Thompson Falls.

35
Ibid., p. 650<
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FORMJfflOH OF THE MOHTAHA POWER COMPART
A brief review of the property acqxilred at the time
'

-

•»

of organization by the ^ n t a n a Power Company may contrl—
♦
bute to an understanding of the organization process.
Itself.

The Montana Power system on the day of Its birth

consisted chiefly of the properties formerly owned by the
Butte Electric and Power Company, the Madison River Power
Corapaj^, the Missouri Elver Electric and Power Company,
and the Billings and Eastern Montana power Company,. T h e .
A

*

"

Great Falls Power Company and the Thompson Falls Power
Company became sholly-owned subsidiaries early In 191Z,
about two months after l^he company was organized.
The property of Butte Electric consisted principally
of the electric distribution systems In Butte and Great
Falls, a small hydro-electric generating station on the
Big Hole river about twenty-five miles from Butte, and
two steam electric generating plants at Butte, adding to
t %
.
a total generating capacity of 7,500 kilowatts. The
electricity distributed In Butte came chiefly from the
hydro-electrlc stations of the Madison River ^ower Company
and the Missouri Elver Electric and Power Company.

That

distributed In Great Falls was purchased from the Great
Falls power Company,

In addition to selling energy in

Butte and Great Falls, Butte Electric had contracts to
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7*

f a m i s h the power needs of a number of mining, milling^*
street railway and city water supply operations In and
near Butte* .
- The ^Mldison River ^ower Company* s property consisted
largely oft the distribution systems in Boseman* Livingston
and seTeral «mall towns in that area; two hydro-'eleetrie
developments on the Madison river about sixty miles from
Butte; a hydrogeleetric deyelo^ent on the Yellowstone

^

river near Livingston; another on the Jefferson river near
Rénova; and one steam, generating, station at Livingston.
These had a combined installed capaeity of 18,650 kilowatt*.
Transaiission'lines coaneeted the Madison River gm%eratlng
stations with RuttSy and anothe^ line which e:Aended ÇÇC%^
ward yrom the Madison River development through Bozeman,
Livingston and the small towns along the line made, a
connection at Liyingston with the lines of the Billings
and Eastern Montana Power Gompsny.

In addition to its

general commercial and domestie business,_the Madison
River had contracts to supply power to street railway,
milling and.other interests, as well as to the Butte
Electric and power Company system in Butte.
The electric properties of the Missouri River Electric
and power Company consisted chiefly of two hydro-electric
stations on the Missouri river, a third hydro-electric site
on which construction had been suspended, a steam generating
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station In Butte, and a transmission line from the hydro
electric stations to Butte, a distance of about sixty
miles.

The two hydro-electrlc stations had a combined

generating capacity of SI,000 kilowatts.

The company owned

and operated distribution systems in several small towns,
and sold power to the mining, smelting, refining and street
railway businesses.

In addition it had a contract to supply

power to the companies which distributed it at Helena and
Deer Lodge.
The electric property of the Billings and Eastern
Montana Power Company consisted largely of the distribution
systems serving Billings, Laurel, Park City, Columbus and
Big Timber; two hydro-electric developments on the Yellow
stone river near Billings; one combined hydro-electrlc and
steam power plant at Big Timber; and one steam operated
station at Billings.

The system had a total generating

capacity of S,SOO kilowatts, and connecting trensmission
lines.

Its business was primarily the generation and

distribution of electricity to domestic and coramercial
customers, with few contracts to supply power to indus
trial operations.
The property of the Oreat Ealls Power Company in 1912
was composed largely of two hydro-electric generating
stations on the Missouri river near Great Falls, having an
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Installed capacity of 24,000 kilowatts; three undeveloped
power sites a short distance downstream; and two steeltower lines from Great Falls to Butte and Anaconda, a
distance of about a hundred and thirty miles*

The

company also had contracts for famishing power for mining
operations at Butte, for smelting and refining operations
at Great Falls and Anaconda, and for furnishing power to
the electrified Butte, Anaconda and Pacific R a l l m y and
also the electrified sections of the Rocky Mountain
Division of the Milwaukee Railroad,
The property of the Thompson Falls Power Company In
191S consisted principally of a small hydro-electrlc
generating plant of only 750 kilowatts capacity on
prospect Creek near Thompson Falls, and the Thompson Fhlls
hydro-electrlc development which was then under construction
on the Clarkes Fork of the Columbia river.

In addition

it had the assurance of a large power contract with the
Milwaukee Railroad for delivery of power for the electrical
operation of a large section of that railroad, end the
assurance of a contract to supply power to large mining and
smelting operations being developed in the Coeur d*Alene
district of northern Idaho.^

In August, 1912, three Rew yorkers came to Montana on
^ Copper Book, pp. 74-75.
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& tour of Inspection:

C. W. Wetmore, president of the

Butte Electric system; Frederick Strauss, a senior
partner in the investment banking firm of J. and W.
Seligman and Company of New York, a firm which had been
largely instrumental in financing the Missouri River
Power Company; and a Mr. Canfield, a Hew York specialist,
as a consultant lawyer.

With them were Kelly, Max Hebgen,

general manager of Butte Electric, and A,

c. Carson, a

large stockholder in the Great Falls power Company.

After

surveying the whole power scene, %etmore and Strauss
commissioned Kelly to draw up a preliminary plan for con
solidation of all the major power interests in Montana.
Kelly immediately wrote to Ryan in Hew York, advising
him of this.

On September 5 he wired hyan again on the

same matter, and also advised him that Wetmore and
Gtrauss, on behalf of Butte Electric, wanted to buy the
second half-interest in <^reat Falls water Power and
Townsite Company.

2

On September 19, 1912, the Butte Electric board of
directors appointed a committee to consider the company*s
recapitalization and the absorption of its constituent
companies, as part of a general plan for consolidating all
Montana power interests.
® Accounting Case. I, p. 551.
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Wetmore then left Montana to return to New York^
stopping at Bought on* Michigan* Ryan*s home town* to dis—
cuss the proposed merger with him,

Ryan* at the time* had

stopped there enroute to Montana from New York*

In the

meantime Morony* Hebgen and Kelly met continuously* In
specting the proposed project and going over the entire
physical plant of all the major power Interests,

At

this time* neither Great Falls later Power and lownslte
Company nor Thompson Falls power Company was being con
sidered In the merger* because they had been Incorporated
In Montana* whereas the other power companies had been
Incorporated In New Jersey* the place where the new
company was to be Incorporated,

The consolidât Ion statutes

of New Jersey did not permit companies formed outside of
the state to 'become an integral part of the consolidation
of domestie corporations.

Consequently, If and when Great

Falls and Thompson Palls were to be Included In the
consolidation* It would have to be by a different route.

2

In October Kelly was consulted by Sullivan and
Cromwell* general counsel for the Butte Electric* as to
the name eMontana Power Company**

There was then still
4
In existence the eold* Montana Power Company* and* as

noted before* Montana law precluded two corporations from
® Ibid.. I, p. 558,
^ See Chapter I,
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having the seme name.

The attorney-general of Montana^

however, ruled that the limitation of that statute applied ■
to domestic corporations only, and the new M<mtana fover
Company was to be Incorporated in Hew Jersey.^

All of the

companies which were to be Incorporated in the new system—
Butte Electric and Power Company, Sfissouri River Power
Company, Madison River power Company, and Billings and
Eastern Montana Power Company— were Hew Jersey corporations,

A

under Mew Jersey law it was possible to consolidate all of
these corporations into an entity, which became in fact the
successor of all the property rights, liabilities, plants,
patmts, franchises and the: like of the component companies#
On the £5th of October, 1912, the Montana Power Company
was incorporated under the laws of Hew jersey#

The articles

of Incorporation provided for an authorised capital stock of
$3,900»000#

Two weeks later the articles of incorporation

® Accounting Case. I, p. 555.
® During the latter part of the nineteenth century there
was a general tendency among states to liberalize the
corporation laws. Sew Jersey was foremost in this. In 1365
it amended its corporation laws to enable any company
organized under its laws to do business outside the state
and to issue stock In exchange for property, in 1369 It
amended its laws to permit one corporation to own stock in
another, opening the way for holding companies. In 1696 the
fifty-year limitation on the life of a corporation was re
moved, and permission was granted to issue different classes
of stock with preferences as to voting rights#
^ Accounting Case. I, pp. 557-58#
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W T 9 amended to Increase the authorized capital stock to
$100,000,000#

These amendments were agreed to by Butte

Electric*s board of directors on the 11th of November,^
and the Butte Electric shareholders were circularized for
a thirty-day period.

At the end of that time the stock

holders la Butte Electric ratified the articles, so this
can be considered the effective date of the merger.

Then

the articles were further amended to allow the authorized
capital stock of $100,000,000 to be divided Into 1,000,000
shares of $100 par value each, of which 250,000 shares were
classed as seven-per-cent cumulative preferred stock and
750,000 shares as common stock.
The preferred stocldioiders of Butte Electric received
eight-tmths of a share of ^ n t a n a power's preferred and
two-tenths of a share of its common for each share of
Butte Electric*3 preferred stock.

The common stockholders

of Butte Electric, however, received four shares of Montana
power*s $100 par value common stock for each share of Butte
Electric held by them.

By this method common stock of the

par value of $100 was Increased by 202,000 shares, or a
total of $20,200,000 In par amount.

Montana i?ower Issued

Ibjd., I, p. 365, Amended Articles of Incorporation of
the Montana Power Company, Eov* 8, 1912, and the agreement
of consolidation, Nov^ 1, 1912, by and between Butte
Electric and power Company, Madison River Power Company,
Billings and Eastern Montana Power Company, and Missouri
River power Company (Ex. Mo • 50) •
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$27,900^000 iû preferred and common stock against
$8,600,000 of Butte Electric preferred and common out
standing at this time.

Of this amount $3,733,333.SS

was In common stock which Montana power exchanged for
$26,958,333*33 of Its own common stock, or In a ratio
of fouw to one*

By this method common stock of the par

value of $100 was Increased by 202,000 shares, or a total
g
of $20,200,000 In par amount*
Of the 67,333 shares of common stock of Butte
Electric outstanding at the time, C* w# Wetmore and his
associates held 38,222 7/12, or 56*76 per cent, and
John D* Ryan and his associates held 8,189 shares, or
12.16 per cent, as follows#
C. W* Wetmore and Associates

No. of shares

George Canfield, New York attorney
Percy Chubby Hew York
C. A. Coffin, New York, president of General
Electric
Alice S. Coffin
Jane M* Coffin
Electric Bond and Share Company
Electrical utilities corporation. New York
Carl R. Cantfier, New
York
Alfred'Jaretski. New
York
Kidder^ Peabody and Company, Boston, Mass.
Henry p. Kroyer. New
York
Lee, Hlgglnson « Company, Boston, Mass. Invest
ment firm
H. C# Levis, Schenectady, N. Y. (with General
Eleetrlc)^
Jane C. Levis
^ See Appendix,
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1,%9$
1,089
741^
200
70
7,680
300
80
229$
1,104
20
3,078
195
49

80

JT* R. UeKeBp ^he ne c ta d y , S* y, (with General
Electric)
8. 2. Hltchell, M. Y. (official of Electric
Bond and share)
H* H« Fierce
Fuhllc Utilities Corporation, Boston, Mass.
Stone and Webster, Boston, Mass., Investment
firm
J. & W. aellgman, w.y. Investment firm
P. W* Strauss, H. y., seniorpartner in
J» W« Seligman
H. W. Turner, Butte, Montana
G. Ulbrecht, R* Y.
C. W. Wetmore, R. y,, an official of Worth
American Company, a public utility holding
company
Totals

John D# Ryan and Associates

r

515

gggl
28
1-000
3,361
10,296 1/5
10
251
5,205
664&
i
1572227/12

Wo. of sharef

E. J. Bowman# Anaconda Copper Mining Company
19
V. H. Broughton, I*ondon, England
162
A. Cm Carson, W. y. {connected with mining
companies In Butte)
525
T. F» Cole, Duluth, Minnesota
975
Ransom Cooper, Great Falls (Ryan*s attorney)
59
W. £• Corey, 8. Y#, President of United states Steel 525
Margaret P. Daly, widow of Marcus Daly
2,000
T# 6. Dee, Boston, Mass*
65
John Gillie, Butte, Montana
78
C« W. Goodale, Butte, Montana
65
A B. Hepburn, N. Y19
W. Cm Helnker, W. y*
234
£• 1* Holland, Great Falls, Montana
59
Cornelius F. Kelly, W* T*, later Chairman of the
Board of Anaconda Copper Mining Company
97
Jm O*Grady, Great Falls, Montana
97
Km ROSS, Bonner, Montana
65
John D# Ryan
2,401$
c. H. Sabln, W. Y.
^
65
W* Dm Thornton, 8. y. (formerly ofButte)
650
J. R. Toole, Bonner, Montana
65
A* S* Wheeler, Great Falls, Montana
__65
Total!
8,i89é ^
■

AccountIna Case- Enclosure Wo. 28781, pp. 5-4,
Ibid.. pp. 4-5.
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fundamental reason for the existence of the
Montana Power Company was to effectuate the merger of
the pre-existing companies.

Ancillary to this was the

fact that it would facilitate refinancing of the system
on a permanent basis and simplify the corporate structure.
Kie increase In book total of the four merging companies
accomplished by the four for one exchange of stock would
provide a broader rate base.

With its authorized -,

capitalization of $100^000,000 the company*s securities
would look inviting to the investing public.
The merger could have been accomplished without the
use of the new corporation.
/

Montana Power could have

^

bought the property outright.

But it was necessary to

retain a continuous corporate identity.

These companies

had, at one time or another, received permits from different
administrative organs of the government to build a dam
across a •navigable stream,* or to occupy public lands.
The Helena Power Transmission Company, (part of the
Missouri River Power Company) had, for example, obtained
a permit from the Department of Agriculture on March 23,
1907, to build Hauser Dam under an Act of February 1, 1905.
On its face, this permit states *that it shall not be
transferrable,* and *ls terminable at the discretion of
the Forester. *

The Act concludes with the provision *that
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any permission given by the Secretary of the Interior
under the provisions of this act may be revoked by him
or his successor in his d i s c r e t i o n . S i m i l a r l y , the
Missouri River Power Company had obtained a permit under
the Act of February 15, 1901, to build its Canyon Ferry
Dam.

The permit here was also non-trc*nsf ei rable, and was

personal to the grantee.
In his testimony before the Federal Power Coramission,
Kelly pointed out the advisability of avoiding any type
of transaction which would put In question these revocable
permits end thus bring the Montana Power Company under new
regulations promulgated in August, 1912, by the Secretary
of the Interior which he thought were objectionable and
a b s u r d . U n d e r New Jersey law the new corporation became
in fact the successor of all the property rights, assets
and liabilities of the component companies.

Kelly labored

under the assumption that the operation of state laws can
change the fundamental character of federal permits.
While the consolidation of the pov/er Interests had
been taking place, negotiations had been going on between
Ryan on the one hand and Wetmore on the other for the sale
IP

Federal t^ower Commission, Opinion No. 170, "In the
Matter of the Montana Power Cowoany," Docket
IT-5840,
pp. 55-56; 77 ?. U. R. (N.S.), 299.
Federal Power Commission, Opinion No. 170, pp. 57-38.
Accounting Case. I, p. 96.
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of tho second half of the Great Falls to the Montana
Power Company.

Ryan offered to sell the second half for

$5,000^000 In preferred stock of the Montana Power Company
and 125*000 shares of common having a par value of
$12* 5CK>*000--^ total consideration of $17,500*000.
• ':.
■'
'
t
Wetmore conveyed this offer to a committee of the Batte
Electric (Montana Power had no officers as yet}* which
rejected the offer*.
,

J

*

I

Bow some time b e t w e ^ the 25th of Bovemher and the
16th of^ DecwËber* negotiations were resumed between Ryan
ahd a committee representing the Montana ^ower Company.
This committee was composed of Coffin* Strauss and
Jaretxkl«.

During the previous negotiations* Wetmore had

had e nervous breekdown and had had to retire*

fie had

been scheduled to take over the presidency of Montana
Power In th^ Articles of Incorporation* but his Increasing
failure In health^orced him to resign on Decmmber^ 18*
leaving Montana Power, without an executive head.

This

committee asked Ryan to become president of the company*
fie refused L .However* -aft er some persuading * he accepted
the job* but only upon the condition that In any negotla^
tlons for the second half of Mreat Falls* It would be
understood that he would be acting on behalf of himself
and associates and not for Montana power,

on the 18th of

December the board of directors of Montana Power elected
“

Bil*., I, p. 859.
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hlm to the presidency, the minutes of the meeting die-*
closing#
Mr* Ryan stated that he and his associates were
the owners of one-half of the capital stock of
Great Falls Water Power and Townsite Company, and
that the Butte Electric and Power Company through
Mr* Wetmore had been in negotiation and said
negotiations were still pending for the purchase
of this stock; that if he was elected president of
this Company, It must be distinctly understood that
In any and all matters relating to the acquisition
of the stock of the Great Falls Water power and
Townsite Company he could not act for this Company
and that other persons must represent the Company
in such transactions, leaving him free to represent
the Interests of himself and associates as the
owners of such stock.
The minutes of the board of directors of Montana Power
show that from that time on until the conclusion of the
transaction, Wienever the board conslder*^th« Great Falls
acquisition, Ryan left the meeting*
After Ryan had accepted the position of president of
the new corporation, the c<mmlttee asked him about Great
Falls*

He replied that he would sell It for $22,500,00—

$5,000,000 in Montana Power preferred stock and $17,500,000
in common*

The committee then asked him If he would throw: In

Thompson Falls in, too*

Thompson Falls had not been con

sidered in the original negotiations because Ryan did not
have It as yet, but since then, on November 25, IWIS to be
1A

The Montana Power Company, Reclassification of
Electric Plant as of Dec. SI, 19S6, Factual Maternent of
th^ Montand Power Company
Be.Yta.ed g
R
û
d
la Answer tg. gta.fl ffçpQXt» P* 47.
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•xaot» he and Earling of the Milwaukee Road had reached
an agreement to that It could now be considered.

He

agreed to sell It for an additional #5,000*000 in Montana
1*7
power preferred *
Now, why did Ryan increase his price for Great Falla
by #5,000,000 over his previous offer and also agz^e to
sell Thompson Falls?

Considering the latter first,

Thompson Falls by Itself did not serve as a competitive
threat to Montana Power#

Consequœitly, If things did not

work out well In the future, Ryan might even stazwl a chance
of taking a loss on It.

By selling It now while he had

Great Falls as a bargaining advantage, he could get his
price for It.

Although Thompson Falls had not as yet

signed a contract with, the Milwaukee, It was as good as
signed, so Its potential earning power was great.

Ryan

raised his price on Great Falls because the extra 1(^,000 ,000 ,
plus the #5,000,000 for Thompson Falls, would give him over
fifty per cent of the common stock of Montana ^ower,
enabling him to retain control over Great Falls.

He never

would have agreed to the merger of December IS if he had
not thought that he could eventually get control over the
whole situation.
Ryan was In a unique situation.

He was president of

Great Falls Water Power and Townsite Company, of Great
Ibid.. I, p. 368.
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Falls Power Company, of Thompson Falls Power Company,
and of the Montana Power Company.

From the time he

first acquired control of Great Falls in 1903 his was
the dominant position.

Thus the impetus for the con

solidation of December 12 came from Butte Electric*
The consolidation would have been ineffective with Great
Falls still outside the fold.

Ryan was quite willing to

keep Great Falls outside of Montana power Company con
trol, as he had nothing to lose by it and much to gain.
However, if Montana Power accepted this price, be still
could control it by a majority stock ownership in Montana
Power, the only difference being that the control would
be indirect instead of direct.
This committee had before it Max Hebgen* s estimate
of the net earnings of Great Falls which amounted
IS
potentially to $2 ,1 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
Hebgen was In the unusual
position of advising both buyer end seller.

He was

general iranager of Great Falls, of Thompson Falls and of
Montana Power, and a director of Montana Power.

A#

such he worked for both Ryan and Montana Power*
The committee neither accepted nor rejected Ryan*s
offer.

On the 15th of January Ryan wired Kelly that

Montana Power had tentatively accepted his offer and that
a new committee had been appointed to iron out the details
Ibid.. I, p. 407.
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witki hlxn#

Xlnls coniniitt66 W3 S conipos6<3 of M 6 ssz*s» Strsuss^

Mitchell, Lane and Wadsworth.

It is interesting to note

that three of these men were connected with investment
firms in Hew York and Boston: Strauss with J, & W,
seligman, Wadsworth with Stone and Webster, and Lane with
Lee, Higginson & Company.
On the 13th of February, 1913, Montana Power accepted
Ryan* s price.

This was not a purchase of property, but a

purchase of control through stock acquisition of the two
companies.

Ryan exchanged the $5,000,000 in #100 par value

stock of Thompson Falls Power Company for #5,000,000 in
#100 par value common stock of Montana Power Company.

This

stock was to become dividend-bearing when a power plant had
been constructed by Thompson Falls power Company and the
Milwaukee had taken power for six months under its contract
of February 11, at which time #2,500,000 of the stock was
to become dividend-bearing and the remaining a year later.
19
The first dividend was paid in 1917.
It is interesting
to note that the very day, February IZ, 1913, that Ryan
turned Thompson Falls over to Montana t*over, was the very
day he got control of it from the Milwaukee Railroad.
The remaining stock representing the second half
interest in Great î’alls was exchanged for # 5 ,000,000 in
Montana power preferred, and #17,500,000 in common.
19
57 P. U. R. (NS), pp. 207-208.
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common stock was not to become dividend-bearing until a
power plant had been constructed and (l) until the
Milwaukee had taken power for six months under the contract
it had signed on November 25, 1912, with Great Falls Power
Company, the wholly-owned subsidiary of Great Falls Water
Power and Townsite Company, or (2), whenever the gross
earnings of the subsidiary reached $1,750,000, in either
of which event $2,500,000 of the stock was to become
dividend-bearing at once, and the balance in installments
of $3,000,000 at intervals of one, two, three, four and
five years thereafter.
20

The first dividends were paid in

1917.
The following list contains the names of Ryan’s
associates who held the 25,000 shares of Great Falls Water
power and Townsite stock, representing the second half
interest.

They received, through Ryan, a proportionate
21
share of Montana power stock.

W. A, Corey*
V. H. Broughton
A. B. Hepburn
S. Dee
jr. G. Morony*
C. F. Kelly
R. S. Alley
John Gillie
C. W. Goodale

^12
406
^48
162
S43
162
195
162

20

Ibid.. p. 208.
21

Accounting Csss., I, pp. 842-43.
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E.
W,
E,
R.
A.
J.
K.

J. Bowman
M. Thornton
I. Holland
Cooper
E. wheeler
R. Toole
Ross
P* Ealy*
H. K. Rikerts
W. D. 'J^homton*
L, P. Thornton
A. C. Carson
James 0*Grady
T. F. Cole*
Max Hebgen*
J. R, Dee
C. H. Sabln*
H. p. David son
A, H. Wlggln*
Margaret R. Gall
John D. Ryan*

97
^7
97
gy
10 g
162
162
S ggO
XOO
1,626
Igg
812
243

2,730
500
163
731

575
575

200
5.080
Total 25,000 shares

* Represents directors of Montana Power Company In
1915— nine out of a total of 21 directors.
Upon consummation of this transaction, the total
outstanding stock of Montana power amounted to 595,533

shares, of which Great Falls power Company held 2,540
shares, leaving 590,793 shares In the hands of the public.
Of this number, Ryan and his associates held 310,545 shares,
or 52.56 per cent of the total In the hands of the public.
Ryan* s associates had complete confidence In him.

He In

turn controlled their stock when It came to voting, as he
had formed a voting trust.

Thus, It may be seen that prior

to the merger Ryan controlled 50 per cent of Great Falls
directly, and subsequently controlled 52.56 per cent of
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it indirectly through stock ownership in Montana Power,

22

In this transaction, then, there was no change in
ownership in a practical sense.

The officers and

directors, as well as the stockholders of the constituent
companies, were still the same, with the exception that
the board of the Montana power Company was enlarged to
enable some of Ryan'^s associates to serve thereon*

It

could not be considered a new venture, inasmuch as Montana
Power opened its books with an earned surplus of
$896,314*76 taken over from the predecessor companies*
Prior to the merger all of the facilities of the prede
cessor companies were interconnected and were operated as
an organic whole by a common general manager and staff
who had common offices.

The Montana power Company was, in

fact, a corporate device employed for the sole purpose of
effectuating the merger of the pre-existing companies.
The later Inclusion of Thompson Falls and Great Falls in
the new c o m p l y completed the steps in what could be
considered a power monopoly in the area this system served*
£2
57 P. U. R. (MS), pp, 211-212,
23
See Appendix*
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EPILOGUE
The corporate growth of the Montana Power Company
illustrates the process of consolidation and its conse
quent high degree of concentration and control, a process
which became popular in the electric power industry at
the beginning of the twentieth century.
electrical companies were local affairs.

Originally,
With advances

in technology it became evident that larger areas could
be served more economically and efficiently by a single
organization.

The consolidated company could substitute

for s number of small operating units a few large end
efficient plants with high voltage transmission lines,
resulting in a reduction in labor and fixed property
costs,

A large plant improved the capacity and load

factors, resulting in a lower cost per kilowatt hour
generated and consequently could offer its service at
lower rates.

This gcin through consolidation becomes

even more evident when a number of large plants are
interconnected, because the capacity and load factors
are further improved, and it is not necessary to main
tain so much reserve equipment.

Of equal importance is

the fact that consolidation greatly improves the quality
of service by making possible twenty-four-hour service
to towns that formerly enjoyed only partial service,
and by bringing service to many who had previously been
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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without it.

Not the least important consequence of con

solidation in the public utility field is the improved
facility of obtaining capital.

The securities of a

small operating company serving only a few hundred
customers would have little appeal to the investing
public.

But a hundred-million-dollar corporation like

the Montana Power Company* which owned literally scores
of operating companies serving hundreds of thousands of
consumers and diverse interests* some of them large
industries* could expect a ready sale for its bonds and
stocks ahen it needed capital for further expansion.
These advantages in consolidation served as an
incentive to enterprising Individuals who were quick to
capitalize on them.

Motivated by private profit* they

purchased small properties, frequently in a haphazard
and uncontrolled fashion* at excessive prices* and often
without regard to the maintenance of a system In a
contiguous territory.

Securities were issued based upon

capitalized expectancies that were wildly overoptimistic,
These manipulations were* in many cases* typical of the
operations of the individuals connected with the Butte
Electric and Power Company.

On the other hand* John D.

Ryan was primarily interested in developing an inde
pendent source of power for the mining interests which
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he represented.

It was only natural that Butte Electric

should want to Include in its system the immense
potential of the Ryan properties, for the sites were
capable not only of furnishing sufficient power for
the mining industries but of producing an excess which
had to be distributed in some manner.

The securities

issued for the consolidation were based in great part
upon capitalized expectancies, but were well grounded
upon signed contracts for future power deliveries and
upon anticipated contracts which would inevitably follow
as a result of the latest technological advances in the
utilization of power.
The period from 1908 to 1912, which witnessed the
chief transactions leading to the consolidation of most
of the power interests in Montana, saw electric power
put to many new uses in the state.

The Anaconda Copper

Mining Company started converting its underground haulage
and water pumping and ventilating systems to electricity.
Electrolytic refining of copper was under way in Great
PallSj, and experimental work was going on in the electro
lytic production of zinc, a business which was to become
the largest single consumer of electric power in Montana.
Coal mines started changing from steam to electricity.
Pumping for city water supplies and for irrigation
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projects was being converted to electrical operation.
The reliability of 100,000 volt transmission lines had
been demonstrated.

The Butte Anaconda and Pacific Rail

road was electrified In 1911, and the Milwaukee Railroad
was in the process of electrification of 440 miles of Its
road.

Ryan* s Great Falls Power Company had contracts for

54,700 horsepower, and his Thompson Palls Power Company
had contracts for 13,900 more.

Each of these two

companies' contracts with the Milwaukee Railroad called
for a minimum payment of $232,000 per year, a total of
$564,000 annually.^

Industries were rapidly converting

to electric power because of Its tremendous saving over
steam power.

The Montana Power Company offered the

mining industry, for example, electric power at $30 per
horsepower to replace the steam power which had been
£
costing $85 per horsepower or more.
Men of the enterprising ability possessed by those
who organized the Montana power Company were quick to
see the advantages to be gained by Industry, by the
public, and of course by themselves from the consoli
dation of public utility operating companies In Montana
Into one giant corporation.

The readiness with which

industry, particularly, switched to the use of electricity
^ Accounting Case. Ill, pp. 2296-2310.
^ Conner Book, pp. 6-7.
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for povcr. bore out the conviction of its orgfnizers
that their faith in the ‘lontana Power Company would
he sustained.
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THi MONTANA ?QfM COUPANT

Liât of Directors of Butte Electric imd Power Coapeny end Certain Predecessors
Prior to 1902, at Petes indicated

Director

Silver Bow Silver Bov
£lee. Lt.
EleOtLt. &
Co#
Power Co#
t o . 5.1891 AprU6.ia92

J* t. Porbis Director
H. W. Turner Director
S. H# Pierce Director
H#M#Byllefby Director
B. C. Levis
Director
B.P.Meek^Jr. Director
Josiah Bowden Director
J.R.Ifherton
Henry Mueller
C. N. Meson
C. A. Coffin
George Barker
Chaa#T.Hughes
Winthrop Coffin
M. P. Clough
Irving G#Keeler
T.K.Henderson
Vn.f.Mensfield
Be,J.Canning
Rudolph Kleybolte
K« K. McLaren
Samuel Carr
C. W. wetmore

Butte Genl
Butte Genl Butte Ltf
Eleo.Co, et £lec« Co. & Power
Orfsnitetion
at
Co. at
Oct. 1. 1892

C
CO
O
CD

Q.

"O

Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director

Butte glee#
& Power Co#
at
AU&rgZJm

Dir.Ex.Cos.*
Director
Director
Director

Director

CD

2
Q.
C

Dir.Ex.Con.» Director

o

"G
"3O
2
Q.
2

Dir,Ex.Com.#
Director
Director
Dir.Ex.Com.*

» Director and Member of Executive Committee

Dir.Ex.Com.» Director
Director
Dir,Ex.Com#»
Director
Dir.Ex.Coai.*
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Dir.Ex.Com,»
Director
Director
Dir.Ex.Com.»

.C

■3c

g
8

CO
CO

CD

Q.

"O
8

"3O
2
Q.
CD

Ù1

w

o
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THE MONTMÀ POWER COîlPANÏ

List of Officers of Butte Electric and power Company and Certain Predecessors^
Prior to 190P, at Bates Indicated
Silver Bow
EleCt Lt $
Co.

Silver Bow
ELec.Lt. &
Power Co.

Butte Genl
Elec.Cot at
Organisation

Butte Genl
Elec.Co.et
Oct. 4,1899

Butto Ltg
Butte Elee
& Power Co# & Power Co
at
at

o m m

fi.M«Byllesby President
B* P. MeekÿJr. Treasurer
Josiah Bowden Secretary
H. W. Turner
J. R. Wharton
H» C. Levis
Henry Mueller
W. F* Pope
C, N. Mason
George Barker
Irving S.Ieeler
C.V#Wetmore
Arthur Turnbull
C. A# Spafford

President

President

C
CO
O
CD

a.

"O
CD

Secy-Treas.
President
Vice Pres.

Genl, Mgr.

Secretary

Secy-Trees,

VicePres,

Vice Pres.

c

g
"3G
"O

Vice Pres.
Vice Pres.
Trees.
Asst.Secy.

2
Q-

2
Q.

Tress.
Asst.Secy.
President

CD

■3C

Secretary
President
Vice Pres.
Tress,

CD

C

g
8
C

g

CD

Q.

■O
8

^ Accounting Case. Ex. No, P45.

■3O
2
Q.

105

.Batte ItK»

Butté

6 ?owmT
B&#é.O@. #t ; Co* «t
iSBâsIâJUMtil
*' •'

Batte £leo«
& Power Co*

et
Organleetloil
mt 3 u m i

Batte KLee* &
Power Oo#
(Booue stoet
lesueé witti
Badlsoa tondel

r

y. /BBB
. W - '
-.•; <
. '
i#:Ao

*

*

,10
y-.
800
500
500

*

*

100

El-

iS

ÎS
800

188
70
^ 57 ^
85
r
f
ï' 'T-if
458
180

850
107

'i.
*'*

800
5

vTOO

705
708
1#06B

m

y"-;
'V''

V.;»; ^

400
850
•\.55 >r:

L# '

100

'm
w
•TÎ'. •

IToSo

545
70
157
49
es
106

*

fiOO

3 %00
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THE MONTANA POrEB COM?ANY
(Caparison of Consolidated Balance Sheet of Butte Electric & ^
Foeer Co# with Opening Entry on Books of Montana Power Co.
Butte E.& P.Co.
and Subsidiaries

Op«ilng Entry
of Montana

Securities
4,127,E89.08
4,127,289.00
Sinking Fund
47,515.62
47,515.6»
Supplies
243,414.49
243,414.49
Mise. Accounts Recelwable
311,655.60
311,655*60
Accts.Eec. Constituent Co*s.
903,953.04
903,953.04
Subscriptions to Stock
2,479,700.00
2,479,700.00
Cash
132,692.97
132,692.97
Treasury Stock
.
Treasury Bonds
375,000.00
375,000.00
Bond Discount
452,527.69
452,527.69
Deferred Charges
4,887.10
4,887.10
dispense
38,029.23
38,029.23
Stock of Butte given as bonus to
purchasers of Madison iK^nds
500.000.00
Total: » 30.906.404.40 $ 50.259.737Z7S
Liabilities
Preferred Stock
$ 1,000,000.00 $
800,000.00
Conaon Stock
6,733,333.33
27,133,333.33
Bonds and Botes
13,279,000.00
13,279,000.00
Underlying Bonds:
Montana Power Transmission
585,000.00
535,(KK).0O
malted Missouri River
2,156,000.00
2,156,000.00
Selena Power Transmission
315,000.00
815,000.00
Capital City Power Co.
150,000.00
150,000.00
Missouri River Power Co.
577,000.00
577,000.00
Joint Mortgage Bonds
1,120,000.00
1,120,000.00
Bills Payable
1,000,249.49
1,00),249.49
Accts. Payable Misc.
162,260.47
162,260.4T
Accts.Pay. Constituent Co*s.
955,870.28
955,870.28
Premium on Stock
866,666.67
Interest Accrued
312,281.01
312,281.01
Z^preciatlon Reserve
297,428.39
297,428.39
Surplus
896,314.78
896,314.76
Capital Surplus
- Total: $ 30.906.404745^ $ 50.239.737.73

^ Accounting Ca.as, Ex. No. 258.
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1Q 5

Madison
Hirer
Power Co#
Dee.ll.19ip
Director

Billings &
£• Montana
Power Co.
Dee.11.1912
Director

Director
Director

Director
Director

Director
Director

Director

Director

Dlr.%E# Com.

Missouri
Hirer Elee.
& Power Co.
Dee.ll.1912
Dlr.Hz.Com#

Montana
Power
Company
Dec. 16.1912#
Director
Dlr.Hx.Com#
Director
Director
Dlr.Ex.Com#
Director

Director

Director

Director

Director
Director
Dir .Hx# Com.
Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

Dlr.Ex.Com.

Dlr.Ex.Com.
Director
Director
Dir.Hx.Com.

Director
Director
Director

Director
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Director
Director
Director
Director
Director (r )
Director
Director
Dir.Hx. Com.

13

Madison
River
Power. Co.
Pec qi^igis

Billings &
£« Montana
Power Co,
Dec.11.1912

Missouri
River Else.
& Power Co.
Dec.11^191%

Montana
Power
Company
Dec.16.1911

President

President

President

Secy-Treas,

Secy-Treas,

Secy-Treas.

(Note A)
President
Secy-Treai

Asst^Treas.

Asst.Treas,

Vice-Pres.

Asst .Trea.*

Vice-Pres.

Vice-Pres,

Vice-Pres.

Vice-Pres.

Vice-Pres,

Vice-Pres

Asst .îreas.

Asst.Treas,
Vice-Pres.

Vice-Pres,
Vice-pres,
AsSt.Secy.

Vice-pres
Vice-Pres
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ELECTRIC ARD POWER C011ÎPA5Y

Origin of Common Stock Outstanding at Dec. 12, 1912, for
which Montana Power Company Issued $400 par value
In exchange for each $100 par value
Reference
9-1-1901

J4

Particulars

. Par Value.

Issued upon organize$1,499,400.00
tlon, to halane# inflation *
.,/
Injected Into plant account
upon assumption of assets and
liabilities o f 'BWkte Lighting
and power Company (See
.v : .
Exhibit 253)- -> . Ï
^
Cash

9-30-1901

C14

2-28-1905

J222

Issued In part payment for)500,000.00
properties of The Power Company y
but subsequently returned by '
vendor and distributed as bonus -.
stock td purchasers of bonds of
Madison River power oampany (See
Exhibits 246, 257 and 258). \

8-31-1906

J361

gold at ^discount of 50# il>000,000.0Ç
in order to raise cash of
$500,000 with which to pur
chase fivcN-slxths Interest In
"
Great Falls Electric Properties
_
(See Exhibit 263)
_
'
I
1 Issued to John D& Ryan
1,000,000.00
In part payment of one-half
Interest In common -stock of
Great Falls Water power, and
TownsIte Company.

600.00

.

5-31-1909

JT85T

11-30-1912

JV15B7

Joint Mortgage Bonds,
1,000,000.00
sold principally to Electric
Bond and Share Company during
1908-1910 at a price of approxi
mately 81&, converted into
common stock par for par Immedi
ately prior to merger and consoli
dation of December 12, 1912

^ Accounting Case. Ex. Eo. 380.
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BOTTE ELECTRIC JüiD POWER COMPAHT
Origin of Common Stock Outstanding at Dee. Ig, 1912 Ceontd)
, . par Value
Date
ga^rtlculara
(#100 per share)
11-30-1912
12-30-1912

JV1G53
JV1709

Stock warrants Issued
#1*753^333.33
In connection with ac
quisition of United Missouri
River Company In June, 1912,
entitling holders to subscribe
to #1,733,333.33 par value
common stock of Butte Electric
and power Company at #150.00 per
share, a total of #2,000,000. In
November, 1912, S. Z* Mitchell,
J. D. jj^an and G. M. McCabe paid
in #12CT,300 for 802 shares; but
balance of subscriptions were made
either immediately prior or
immediately subsequent to merger
and consolidation of December 12,
1912, with result that Montana
Power Company assumed subscriptions
receivable of #2,479,700 for which
it Issued #6,612,533.33 par value
common stock. (See Exhibits 257,258/

Total par value common stock of &itte
Electric and Power Company outstanding at
December 12, 1912, In exchange for which
Montana Power Company Issued #26,933,333.33
par value of its common stock in a ratio of
four shares for one.

#6^733,333.33
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gliialnatlQns
Butte Invest
ment In
SlSaAW l aiyeE

Butt» Invest"*
ment m Madlsog
l( 510,967.95)
(1,029,039.05;

(

$(
(

999,999.00)
l.OOj

Madison
Investment In
Billln&a __
#( 441,563.99)
( 558,436.01)

49,000.00}

consolidate^
$21,289,739.50
4,127,289.08
47,515.6%
243,414.49
311,655.60
903,953.04
2,479,700.00
132,692,97
375,(K)0.00
452,527.69
38,029.23

500,000.00

500,000.00
4,687.10

.- I

»ci,o9s;ooô:ôg>
$

—

(

600,000.00)

,000.000.00)
$

—

(1,000,000.00)

t (l.OOO.Ck)O.OO)
$

—

(1,000,000.00)

$30^906^^4^^

$ 1,000,000.00'
6,733,333.33
13,279,000.00

585, 000.00
2,156, 000.00
6X5, 000.00
150, 000.00
577, 000.00
1 120 000.00
1 000 249.49
162, 260;47
955, 870.28
866 666.67
312, £81.01
297, 423.39
896, 314.76

, ,
, ,

,

iiJii.‘oSS.*§S?

«fl.odo.oôdloô)

tfi:ood;6Ôd::ôô)
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EESULTS OF MIJSIMÜM PHOVISIOHS OF MILWAUKEE ^
RAILROAD* 8 POWER CONTRACT WITH THE
MONTANA POWER COMPANY
1. Rocky Mountain Division

Year

KWH
Consumed

1916
1917
1918
1919
1980
1981
1928
1926
1984

57,862,141
€9,954,950
66,693,989
69,054,000
64,325,000
42,716,000
51,678,589
54,843,992
5X^800,641
588,193,242

KWH
59,767,005
71,534,244
66,593,989
77,006,177
78,868,169
63.072.000
63.072.000
73.584.000

Cost per KWm
Consumed
^fln cents)

Total
Paymfait
#320,195.17
369,891.26
356,943.78
391,313.11 ’
422,733.39 .
338,065.93 330,065.93 ^
394,410.27
423,740.16

0.536
0.536
0.536
0.567
0.657
0.791
0.654
0.727
0.818

632,586,584

2. Missoula Division

Year
1916
1917
1916
1919
1920
1981
192*
1983
1984

KWH
Consumed
4,802,193
52,014,625
56,753,609
63,187,000
41,429,000
59,374,000
48,149,926
48,867,530
45.131.825
431,711,958

KWH

Total
Payment

4,802,193
52,014,625
58,753,609
63,886,195
79.056.000
67,250,578
63.072.000
63.072.000
73.584.000
524,641,194

# 26, 639.76
278, 798.39
314, 919,34
339, 814,01
423, 740.16
360, 463.07
333, 065.93
338, 065.93
394, 410*27

./Cost per KWH
Consumed
fin cents)

^ Accounting Case. I, p. 643.
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0.536
0.536
0.536
0.536
0.939
0.607
0.816
0.708
0.807

Ill

MONTHLY LOAD FACTORS UNDER MILWAUKEE RAILROAD» S i
POWER CONTRACT WITH THE MONTANA POWER COMPANY
1* For the year 1923 (14,000 kilowatt fixed power)
Month
J anuary
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Division
49
50
49
50
45
42
43
42
42
44
39
37

Missoula
Division
45
40
46
44
43
40
39
38
36
37
33
38

2. For the year 1924 (15,000 kilowatt fixed poi
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
geptwnber
October
November
December

Rocky Mountain
Division
57
45
45
38
35
35
33
36
48
44
39
44

Missoula
Division
53
38
56
35
31
30
S3
33
36
38
55
37

^ Accounting Case. I, p. 644,
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THE MOilTAflA ?0«ER COMPANY
List ot Stockholders of
te Electric and Power Company and ^
Certain Predecessors Prior to 1902, at Dates Indicated
Sliver Bow
Elee# L>t•
Co. at
MÊX.t5>l-Q?g
S.af.Byllesby)
H. C. Devis 1 1,996
B.F.Ueek,Jr.)
C. A. Coffin
Jane M.Coffin
Edward R. Coffin
Marla L. Coffin
Sarah F. Coffin
Alice 8. Coffin
Caroline L. Coffin
H. W. Turner
1
J. R. Wharton
1
C* H. Pierce
1
John F. Forbls
1
George F. Fabyan
J. W. smith
Benj. F. Spinney
Samuel P. Colt
J. R. McKee
W. F. Pope
E. W. Rice, Jr.
Qias. W. Tewkesbury
Fred, D. Ames
Oliver Aaes
C. A. Spafford
J, W, Tewkesbury
C. 9. Mason
C. S« Purlnton & Co.
Gordon Abbott
M. P. Clough
Luther 8. Johnson
Chas, a. Bewhall
Max fiebgen
Irving S. Keeler
Hlnsdall Parsons
All Others
Total:
2,000

Silver Bo»
Elee#Dt# &
Power Co.at
AAr.16.189g
1,994
1
1

Butte Cenl.
J£leo»Co# at
Organisation
0_ct^ 1,1392
5,000
2,999

1
1
1
1

2,000

6,000

* Indicates stockholder, but extent of holdings not known,
8,669 shares voted by C. H. Mason as proxy.
^ Accounting Case. Ex. Ho. 246.
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THE MONTAKA POWER 00MPA3Y
List of Officers of Montana Power Company^
and Certain Predecessors at Dates Indicated

Officer
C* W. Wet more
John D. Ryan
Pressley E* Blsland
H« W. Turner
Henry P. Kroyer
Copley Amory
S- 2. Mitchell
John G* Marony
W*
Thornton
T. H. Larkin
C. H* Hahin
Max Hebgen
J. L. Templeman
Henry Mueller
George L. peabody
F. Shaw Baker
Stephen Hogan
H# H. Pierce
Alfred Jaretski
Robt. McC. Marsh
Charles R. McCabe

Great Falls
Electric
Properties
Jul.28.1908

Great Falls
Water Power
& Townsite
Aug.11.1908

Great Falls
Power
Company
Nov.26.1912

President

Vice Pres.
president
iiecy-Treas,

President
Secy. -Treas.
Vice Pres*
Asst Trees.
Vice Pres.
Vice pres.

Asst.Treas.
Vice-Pres.
Secy-Treas.
Asst.Secy

Vice-pres.
As S t . Secy
Vice-pres.
Gen. Mgr.

(Mote A) : C. W. Wet mo re was elected president on December 12,
1912, and four days later was succeeded by John D. Ryan.

Accounting Case. Ex. No. 247.
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Montaxia
Reservoir &
Irrlg# Co.
»ov. 2.1912

Thompson
Falls
Power Co*

Butte Elee*
& Power
Company

Butte S
& Power
Company
Dec, 11..

President

Presld

Recy-Treas*
Flee-Pres.
Asst.Treas*
Vlee-Pres.
Vlce-Pres.

Secy-T:

President
Secretary

Asst.T
Vlce-P

Vlce-Pres*

Qenl.Supt*
President
Vice—pres.
Vlce-Pres,
Treasurer

Vlce-P

Asst.1
Reoy-Treas,
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THE MONTAÜA POWER COMPANY
List of Directors of Montana power Company^
and Certain Predecessors at Dates Indicated

Director
C. W. wetmore
John D. Ryan
Pressley E. Blsland
William 8. Brayton
H# W. Turner
S. 2. Mitchell
C« R* Ganter
John Q. Marony
James 0»Grady
W. M* Thornton
Ransom Cooper
George F. Canfield
Marcus Daly
Alfred Jaretzki
Cornelius F. Kelly
C. H. Sabln
A. H. Wiggin
Fred. Strauss
C. Ab Coffin
Max Hebgen
William D. Thornton
F. Lothrop Ames
Copley Amory
R. H, pierce
Eliot Wadsworth
Henry F. Kroyer
A. B. Leach
Percy Chubb
Chas. M. Clark
Thos. F. Cole
William E. Corey
Chas. N. Fey
W. K. Whigham
J. G. Schmidlapp
Gardiner M. Lane

Great Falls
Electric
Properties
J%1.28,19Q§
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director

Great Falls
Water Power
& Townsite
Company
AnK.ll.1908
Director

Great falls
Power io*
Nov. 26.1912
Dir»£z»Com«
Dir. E%,Com.
Director
Dir. Ex»Com.

Director
Director
Director
Director

Director

Director
Dir.Ex.Com.
Dlr.Ex.Com.
Director
Dir. Ex.Com.
Director
Director

By special agreement,no change was made in Board of Directors
of Great Falls Water Power & Townsite Company after acquisition of
one-half interest by Butte Elee. & Power Co, in 1909
1909. j

(a) At meeting of Dec. 16, 1912, Chas. N. Fay resigneÎ and
Gardiner M. Lane was elected.
(Dir. Ex. Com.) : Director and Member of Executive Coai ittee.
^ Accounting Case. Ex. No. 248
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Montana
Reservoir &
Irrlg. Co.

Thompson
Falls Power
Company

Director
Director

Director

Butte Elee.
end Power
Company
^sl.t.§9 i
Dlr.Ex.Com.
Dlr.Ex.Com.
Director
Director
Director
Dlr.Ex.Com.

Butte Elee.
and Power
Company
g SSxllalMfi
Ir.Ex.Com.
Dlr.Ex.Com.
Director
Director

Director

Director

Director

Director
Director

Dlr.Ex.Com.

Dlr.Ex.Com.

Dlr.Ex.Com.

Director
Dlr.Ex.Com.

Director

Dlr.Ex.Com,

Director

Director
Director
Director

Director

Director
Director
Director
Dlr.Ex.Com.
Director
Director
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THE 2/IOHTAi'iA POKEH COHPAl^ï
Consolidation of December 12, 1312^
Butte Elee.
& Power Co,

Madison River
Power Co.

Plant Account
$ 7,82S,646.35
lecuritios
4,937,523.46
*àinking Fund
545.12
iiupplles
131,430.10
Hisc. Accounts Receivable
229,054.43
Accts.Rec. Constituent Co*s.
339,201.90
Subscriptions to Stock
2,479,700.00
Cash
.112,577.12
—
Treasury Stock
Treasur;'- Bonds
375,000.00
Bond Discount
229,659.99
Suspense
21,155.99
Stock of Hutte given as bonu, ; to
purchasers of Hadison Bonds
Deferred Charges
.- ..2.263.30
Total;
$1^581^9.23.32

$ 3,956,444.65
589,930.01
82.69
15,121.40
34,871.16
1,730.23

Assets

—

11,184.62
49,000.00
193,346,33
16,873.24
2.383.76
14,870,974.59

Liabilities
Preferred Stock
$ 1,000,000.00
6,733,333.33
Conmon Stock
4,658,000.00
Bonds and Notes
Underlying Bonds
585,000.00
Montana Power Transmission
United Missouri River
Helena power Transmission
Capital City Power Co.
Missouri River Power Co.
415,000.00
Joint Mortgage Bones
1,000,243.49
Bills Payable
144,736.39
Accts, Payable Misc.
136,932.34
Accts.Payable Constituent Co* s
366,666.67
Premiua on Stock
253,063.51
Interest Accrued
149,940,39
Depreciation Reserve
633,950.70
Surplus
—
Capital Surplus
$16.531,328.32
^ Accounting Case. J3x. n o

,

$

—
600,000.00
2,433,000.00
—

217,000.00
8,087.33
786,33*3.78
—

51,772.50
97,438.00
182,239.98
495.000.00
$4,870,974.59

257.
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Missouri River
£lec« & Power
Company______ _

Billings and
Eastern Montana
Power Co,

#10,764,200.26

$ 1,503,979.26
187,293.67

46,887.81
75,911.93
1 000.00

,

£2,931.06
46,729.95
63,020.91
8,931.23
29,320.87

$10.886.000.00

# 1^668,501.49

1,000,000.00

1 ,000 ,000.00

6,188,000.00
2,156,000.00
815.000.00
150.000.00
577.000.00

488,000.00
9,386.75
32,600^66
2,440.00
50,000.00
80,074.08

$10.886.000.00

$1.662.501.49

Xfltel
$25,248, 270.52
5,714, 758.14
47, 515.62
243, 414.49
311, 655.60
903, 953.04
2,479, 700.00
132, 692.97
000.00
000.00
452, 527.69
38, 029.23

$34.001.404.40

$ 1,000,000,00
9,333,333.33
13,279,000.00

585, 000.00
2,156, 000.00
815, 000.00
150, 000.00
577, 000.00
1 ,120,000.00
1,000,249.49
162, 260.47
955, 870.28
666,066.67
312, 281.01
297, 428.39
896, 314.76
4 9 ^ 000.00
$34.001.404.40

\
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MISSOUR
RIVER
POWER
COMPANY

COMPANY

MISSOURI
RIVER
ELECTRIC
POWER
COMPANY

U N ITE D
M ISSO URI
R IV E R
POWER
COMPANY
C A P IT A L
C IT Y
POWER
COMPANY

IVINCST
ELECTRIC
L IG H T
COMPANY

B IL L IN G S
WATER
POWER
COMPANY

MONTANA
POWER
COMPANY

BILLINGS
& EASTERN
MONTANA
POWER
COMPANY
COLUM BU S
D IS TR IB U TIO N
. SYSTEM

I’tOI
U EC
POW
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Ll&MT

B IG TIM BER
ELECTRIC
POWER
COMPANY
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THE MONTA
CORPO
60Z E M A N
ELECTRIC
L IG H T
COMRANV

GALLATIN
LIGHT
POWER AND
RAILWAY
COMPANY

EMANSTWE
Ra il w a y

COyRANY

MADISON
RIVER
POWER
COMPANY
LIVINGSTON
WATER POWER
COMPANY

I'WA

»IH

AliUlOS
I’Mrt

BRUSH
ELECTRIC
LIGHT AND
POWER

HE
POWER
COMPANY

MRV r. KROYER
PARROT LANDS

RUTTC
ELECTRIC
LIGHT AND
POWER

ANLf KMtM

I

BUTTE
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
COMPANY

LIGHTING
AND POWER
COMPANY

BUTTE .
ELECTRIC
AND POWER
, 0 * .^ COMPANY
butte

H

GREAT
FALLS
STREET
RAILWAY

GREAT FALLS
ELECTRIC
PROPERTY

l? c h V

AND COKE
PAN

AND FUEL
COMPANY

NIX
LIGHT
AND
STEAM
Tl

PHOENIX
ELECTRIC
COMPANY
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POWER
ATE

EVOLUTION

0 JANUARY 1,1937
ROUNDUP
ELECTRIC
COMPANY

CONRAD
ELECTRIC
AND POWER
COMPANY

CONRAD
ELECTRIC
L COMPANY

HAVRE

BEAR CREEK

ELECTRIC
COMPANY

THE

w ater

and

LtC H T CCA#ANY

M onTa n à
iPO W E R r
flSTi
JCOAL CAS
Ia n d l ig ht
\c o m p a n y

COMPANY
12

HARLOWTON
ICHT AND WAT
COMPANY

m clsto ne

DISTRIBUTION
system

LCWISTOWN
CLCCTAlC
AND POWER
COMPANY

atizENS 1

I e le c t r ic ;
L com pany

SPRING
CREEK
I ELECTRIC

ICOMNWY

COMPANY

1
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MONTANA
AND MON
COMPANY

TOPNSITE

BENTON
ELECTRIC
LIGHT
COMPANY

Yh LICHT
ANO POWCP
system

company

' 0»5AT FALLS
POWER
COMPANY

WHITE
SULPMO*
SPPINCS
(HSTRIBUTION
SYSTEM

ON

SYSTEM

assarokee

ATM
L COMPANY

DEEP UOOGE
ELECTRIC
COMPANY

IN U C N
AND TVATEP
COMPANY

DENTON

VALIER
TQWNSITE
COMPANY

BAANCS'KING
DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY

SERVICE
COMPANY .

D IS T R IB U T IO N
system

THOMPSON
F A LLS

POWER

COMPANY

IDAHO
WATER
. ELECTRIC I
POWER

HELENA
I AMO
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SYSTEM
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